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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>Chemical Vapour Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIE</td>
<td>Deep Reactive Ion Etching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSMC</td>
<td>Direct Simulation Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDP</td>
<td>Ethylenediaminepyrocatechol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESZ</td>
<td>Electrical Sensing Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACS</td>
<td>Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA</td>
<td>Free Flow Acoustophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFF</td>
<td>Field Flow Fractionation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Integrated Circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOH</td>
<td>Potassium hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDV</td>
<td>Laser Doppler Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Molecular Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>Micro Electro Mechanical Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>Micro System Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTV</td>
<td>Molecular Tagging Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIV</td>
<td>Particle Image Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>Primary Radiation Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODT</td>
<td>Optical Doppler Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIE</td>
<td>Reactive Ion Etching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIV</td>
<td>Scalar Image Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLITT</td>
<td>Split Flow Thin Fractionation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>Secondary Radiation Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMAH</td>
<td>Tetramethylammonium hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µ-TAS</td>
<td>Micro Total Analysis System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

1.1 General background

Everything started with mixing that went wrong and became sorting instead. Some years ago a couple of engineering students got the task to use ultrasound to mix particles and a liquid within a small channel. To everyone’s surprise they found that, instead of being mixed, the particles were aligned in well defined rows along the length of the channel. Since this result was the opposite of what they were trying to achieve the whole thing was regarded as a failure at the time. However, experimental results, good or bad, should always be remembered and one day the failed mixing experiments became actualized again. When my supervisor, Thomas Laurell, heard that fat particles in blood are believed to cause brain damage during cardiac surgery he suggested that the particle alignment phenomenon might be used to separate the fat particles from the blood. Two master theses later it had been proven possible. Since then, a company called ErySave AB has been formed to develop a blood recycling device based on the findings whilst the continued scientific work has resulted in several additional master theses and, with this work, a doctoral thesis.

The discovery that particles can be affected by acoustic forces induced in standing waves is certainly not new. The phenomenon has been known at least since the end of the 19th century [1]. Generations of scientists have made efforts to understand the nature of these forces and use them in various applications. Nevertheless, the research field has never been particularly large and very few practically useful results have come out of it. Fortunately, an inspiring increase in activity has been seen during the latest decades and at the present time there are several active research groups in the world. Though, many of the presented papers in the field are quite similar in their approach and some fundamental problems associated with the use of acoustic forces in particle handling remain to be solved. In order to understand the phenomena better and to eventually make acoustic particle handling methods widely available, new points of view are essential. Since the work presented in this thesis more or less started from scratch with no prior bias on how acoustic particle manipulation should be carried out, with new fabrication methods at hand and with new applications in mind it can hopefully offer just that.

One might find it strange that a department named “Electrical Measurements” houses a group of scientists that use ultrasound to handle particles in microscale devices with the intention to use the results mainly in medical and biological applications. Though, with the historical background of the department in mind it is not that strange. The tradition in ultrasonics and medicine started in the 1950s when Edler and Hertz discovered that ultrasound can be used for medical diagnostic purposes [2, 3]. As the years went by their findings developed into a standard method that is used at almost every major hospital in the world today. Furthermore, pioneering works in inkjet printing technology started a tradition of fine mechanics and fluidics that also has lived on. More recent additions to the activities at the department include the development of devices for applications in proteomics and neurology.
1.2 A paradigm shift

The term microtechnology refers to technology with features between one millimeter, i.e. one thousandth of a meter, and one micrometer, i.e. one millionth of a meter. The possibilities offered by this size regime were anticipated by Richard Feynman in a talk given in 1959 [4]. Though, it was in the 1960s, when scientists wanted to fabricate chip based microscopic electronic components, that the methods that constitute the foundation of this leap in technology were developed. Later, it was realized that the same methods were suitable for fabrication of mechanical and fluidic devices, which is why microdevices often are categorized as microelectronic (e.g. transistors, resistors and diodes), micromechanic (e.g. gears, motors and bearings) or microfluidic (e.g. valves, pumps and channels). Systems that combine micromechanics with microelectronics are often referred to as Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [5]. Micromechanics, micromechatronics and micromachines are similar terms used in the literature. A more general and modern term that includes all types of microsystems is Micro System Technology (MST) or simply microsystems. The most famous microtechnological success so far is the integrated circuit (IC), i.e. miniaturized electrical circuits on semiconductor chips that triggered the information technology revolution. Nowadays, the turnover of the IC industry is in the order of hundreds of billions of euros annually. The microsystem industry, excluding the IC industry, has an annual turnover in the order of tens of billions of euros and is growing very fast. Typical products are dispensers for ink jet printers, hard disk drive heads, accelerometers for airbag deployment, digital micromirror devices for video projectors, microphones and switches for optical communication. The three pioneers Zhores Alferov, Herbert Kroemer and Jack Kilby were awarded the 2004 Nobel Prize in physics for their contributions in the development of microelectronics.

Microfluidics emerged as a new research field in the 1970s when microsystems for gas and liquid flows were developed. Pioneering works included capillary columns for chromatography and ink jet nozzles [6-9]. However, the real breakthrough came in the early 1990s with the development of chip integrated capillary electrophoresis and since then the research field has grown and branched dramatically [10]. Recently, fluidic systems with dimensions smaller than 1 micrometer have been presented, thereby opening the route to nanofluidics [11]. Well developed microfluidics is a prerequisite for the development of micro total analysis systems (µ-TAS), also known as lab-on-a-chip systems. The basic concept was presented in the beginning of the 1990s as an idea to integrate a typical room sized laboratory on a microchip [12]. In a µ-TAS, analytical processes, e.g. sampling, sample transport, sample preparation, sample injection, sample manipulation, separation, chemical reactions and detection, take place in a sequential manner. The advantages offered by these systems are many, e.g. low reagent and power consumption, short reaction times, potential in situ use, low cost, versatility in design, increased throughput through parallelization and the possibility of integration with other microdevices.

Suspended particles, e.g. cells and different kinds of beads, with or without active surfaces, are common in many research fields. In microfluidic systems, e.g. magnetic, mechanical and electrical methods are generally used to handle these particles [13-15].
Though, handling of suspended particles by means of acoustic forces is an area that is gaining increased attention, both in macroscale and recently also in microscale [16, 17]. A driving factor in the latter case is the simultaneous progress in microfabrication and microfluidics, which now offers precision engineering of acoustic resonators as an integrated part of microfluidic networks. Acoustic methods offer a non-contact mode of particle handling, making it an attractive tool in cell handling microsystems as a minimum of mechanical stress is induced. Since the blood recycling idea was born it has become evident that the potential of acoustic particle handling reaches far beyond removing fat particles from blood. To be more precise, it can be regarded as a generic method for handling of microparticles in liquids. Since this is done on a regular basis in e.g. the biological and medical sciences the potential areas of application are many and the demand for new methods is extensive. The microscale format also offers the exciting possibility to integrate the devices with other microdevices to form complete lab-on-a-chip systems.

1.3 Aims

The primary aim of this thesis work was to combine microfabrication, microfluidics and acoustic forces in order to separate microparticles in liquid suspension from each other and/or from their suspending medium in a format that can be used both as an integrated part of a lab-on-a-chip system and in higher throughput applications. This was to be done through the development and experimental exploration of the acoustic particle manipulation device design principle termed the “Lund method” (described in chapters 6 and 7). The secondary aim was to investigate the applicability of the findings in blood cell handling applications.

The first part of this thesis ( chapters 1-9) aims to give a reader with basic knowledge in the engineering sciences an introduction to the relevant fields of study needed in order to understand the included papers and their implications. However, it is my belief that any reader that finds the topics of this thesis interesting will take some pleasure in reading it.
2. Microfabrication

In order to realize microsystems, high precision fabrication methods are needed. These must be capable of generating structures that range in size from micrometers to millimeters, i.e. three orders of magnitude. Such methods were initially developed in the semiconductor industry for microelectronics but are now being used to fabricate a wide variety of microsystems. Old methods have been further developed and new methods, e.g. soft lithography and deep reactive ion etching, have been added to the list.

Logically, microfabrication should only be used when it improves an existing device or allows for new devices to be realized [18, 19]. There are, however, a number of situations when this is the case. First of all, small volume and low weight is often in itself an advantage when a device is to be placed in a confined space or transport costs are high, e.g. in the space industry. Secondly, microfabricated structures offer a high surface area to volume ratio. Thus, surface effects dominate over volume effects, which is beneficial when e.g. surfaces work as catalysts. Thirdly, since basically the same fabrication methods can be used for electronic, mechanical and fluidic microsystems, integration of the three categories of devices is possible. Fourthly, the throughput can sometimes be increased compared to macrosystems due to e.g. shorter analysis times as a result of short diffusion distances and the possibility of massive parallelization. For example, an array chip for analysis of biological samples can hold tens of thousands of active sites, making the analysis extremely efficient. Fifthly, the small sample volumes needed in a microsystem offer a number of advantages. Costs are kept down, the use of individual samples is extended and it is possible to analyse samples that are too limited in volume to be analysed using macrosystems. Sixthly, microfabrication offers extremely good precision in the geometry and placement of microstructures. Today, the resolution has been pushed down to the nanometer level, one billionth of a meter, opening up a new research field referred to as nanotechnology [20-23]. Lastly, the benefits of batch fabrication are extensive since large numbers of identical devices can be fabricated quickly and cost efficiently.

There is a wide variety of microfabrication methods available when a microsystem is to be realized. These are categorized as either subtractive or additive [24]. A subtractive method removes material e.g. through wet or dry etching. Additive methods, on the other hand, add material to a structure through deposition, either as thin films on top of the substrate or as modifications of the surface layer of the substrate. Microfabrication methods can also be categorized as surface or bulk micromachining [5]. Bulk micromachining is the selective removal of parts of the substrate while surface micromachining is the deposition or removal of layers on top of the substrate.

The fabrication of a microsystem involves a sequence of process steps. Some frequently used methods, generally included at least once in these sequences, are discussed in the subsections of this chapter. More details concerning these methods and others can be found in the literature [25-32].
2.1 Choice of substrate

A very common substrate material in microfabrication is monocrystalline silicon, a heritage from microelectronics for which most microfabrication processes initially were developed. Monocrystalline silicon can be produced using the Czochralski technique where a monocrystalline seed crystal is immersed in a melt of polycrystalline silicon after which it is pulled out slowly to create a rod of monocrystalline silicon [26]. An alternative production method is the float zone technique where a rod of polycrystalline silicon with a seed crystal in one end is passed through a ring shaped heater to create a travelling molten zone. When the heater has passed and the melt is cooled down a monocrystalline rod, initiated by the seed crystal, is formed [26]. The monocrystalline rods are then cut into round wafers measuring from tens of millimeters up to hundreds of millimeters in diameter and from a few hundreds of micrometer to about one millimeter in thickness. Monocrystalline silicon has suitable electrical and mechanical properties for microfabrication, i.e. its semiconductor properties and crystal lattice structure offer a wide variety of possibilities. The main disadvantages associated with silicon are that it is rather expensive, it is not optically transparent and it has a low electrical breakdown voltage. Crystalline silicon wafers are available in cuts of various orientations defined by the Miller indices (figure 2.1), e.g. {100}, {110} and {111} [27]. The orientation is of major importance when anisotropic wet etching is utilized but less important when isotropic wet etching or dry etching is employed.

![Figure 2.1: The fundamental crystal planes of monocrystalline silicon and their respective Miller indices. The indices of a plane is defined as the reciprocal of its intercepts with the three Cartesian coordinate axes, in terms of the lattice constant, reduced to the smallest three integers having the same ratio.](image)
Glass is also a commonly used substrate material. There are several types of glass wafers available, e.g. fused silica (pure amorphous silicon dioxide) and borosilicate (Pyrex) wafers [28]. The advantages associated with glass wafers are e.g. that they are cheaper than silicon and optically transparent. However, because of the amorphous nature of glass some process methods cannot be utilized.

In applications where low cost is of major importance, e.g. in disposable devices, polymer wafers can be used [18]. Microfabrication based on plastic wafers generally produces inferior results compared to silicon or glass since plastics are soft and therefore offer poorer dimensional tolerance and stability.

In addition to the above mentioned substrate materials, more uncommon substrate materials are sometimes used, e.g. ceramics and metals [33-35].

Silicon wafers of orientation \{100\} and \{110\} with a diameter of three inches and a thickness of \(\sim 270 \, \mu m\) or \(\sim 360 \, \mu m\) were used in the work presented in this thesis. Silicon was chosen since its crystal lattice structure offers the possibility to fabricate flow channels with very smooth and parallel side walls through anisotropic wet etching (figure 2.2).

![Figure 2.2: A scanning electron micrograph showing the perfectly vertical and parallel opposing side walls of three anisotropically wet etched flow channels in monocrystalline silicon.](image)

### 2.2 Deposition of thin films

When it is desired to cover the surface of a substrate with a layer of a different material, deposition processes are utilized. There are two broad categories of these processes, physical (e.g. evaporation and sputtering) and chemical (e.g. plating and chemical vapour deposition [CVD]). In the latter category, a chemical reaction takes place when the layer is formed. Physical deposition processes, on the other hand, rely on mechanical and thermodynamic effects. Deposited thin films of several types of materials are used in numerous applications in microfabrication, e.g. as masking layers,
structural material, sacrificial material and parts of electrical components [18]. Dielectrics, i.e. electrical insulators, are commonly used thin films [26]. Silicon dioxide, for example, can act as an electrical insulator in electrical circuits or as an etch mask. Silicon dioxide is generally thermally grown through oxidation of the surface of a wafer at temperatures between 900°C and 1200°C under a continuous flow of oxygen or water vapour. Since the chemical reaction slows down as the oxide layer grows, layers thicker than ~2 µm are normally not grown [27]. Deposition of other dielectrics, e.g. silicon nitride, can be done through CVD. However, dielectric films deposited in this way tend to be less robust than thermally grown. In addition to the frequently used dielectrics, several other thin film materials are used. Polycrystalline and amorphous silicon, often used as structural material, can be deposited using e.g. CVD [25, 36]. Metals, e.g. good conductors like gold and platinum, acting as parts of electrical components or as electrodes, are either physically deposited or electroplated [25, 26]. Polymer films, e.g. polyamides, silicone elastomers or photoresists, are often used as structural material or masks and are deposited in a number of ways, e.g. through moulding, spin coating or CVD [37]. When a thin film is applied through spin coating, the rotational velocity and the spinning time decide the layer thickness. The use of thin films of biomolecules, generally proteins, is increasing. These can be deposited through one of three methods; protein absorption, photochemistry or self-assembling monolayers [38].

Thin films of silicon dioxide and photoresist were used in the work presented in this thesis. In both cases the films acted as masking layers during the fabrication process. The silicon dioxide film was thermally grown and the photoresist film was applied through spin coating.

2.3 Lithography

When a suitable substrate material has been chosen, the design is generally transferred to it through photolithography [25]. In the first step of this process, the design is transferred to a mask, a glass sheet with a thin film of an opaque material on one side (e.g. chromium) that has been covered by a light sensitive polymer, i.e. photoresist. The transfer is done using a pattern generator which exposes the photoresist according to the desired pattern with e.g. laser or UV light [25]. The exposed areas are then dissolved to expose the chromium. In the next step the exposed chromium is etched away. Thus, the pattern has been transferred to the mask. The quality of the mask often sets the baseline for the resolution of the features that can be fabricated. When the mask is ready, the substrate is spin coated with photoresist. After the photoresist has been left to dry, the mask is placed on top of it and it is exposed to UV light through the parts of the mask where the opaque material has been removed. When negative photoresist is used the polymer chains in the exposed parts are cross-linked to make it less dissolvable. Correspondingly, when positive photoresist is used the polymer chains are instead broken up to make it more dissolvable. Thus, when placed in a suitable solvent, exposed positive photoresist and unexposed negative photoresist is dissolved, thereby exposing the underlying substrate for further processing, e.g. etching. In silicon microfabrication, the pattern is often subsequently transferred to an underlying layer of silicon dioxide. This is done by etching through
the exposed silicon dioxide using buffered hydrofluoric acid. The remaining photoresist is dissolved.

Since basically the same process is used to transfer the pattern to masks and substrates, direct patterning of the substrates can also be utilized. However, since it only takes seconds to expose one substrate using a mask and UV light lithography and hours to do the same exposure using a pattern generator, the latter is only recommended when a single substrate is to be processed.

There are several alternatives to UV light lithography, e.g. electron beam, X-ray, ion beam and soft lithography [26, 39-42]. These methods are considerably more complex but offer advantages compared to more conventional methods, e.g. higher resolution.

A pattern generator utilizing laser light and chromium masks was used in the work presented in this thesis. The masks were then used to transfer patterns to photoresist films on silicon substrates covered by silicon dioxide through UV light lithography.

2.4 Etching

There are two main etching methods available for microfabrication, wet etching (liquid phase) and dry etching (gas/plasma phase) [26]. Wet etching is a purely chemical process that can be either isotropic, i.e. the etch rate is the same in all directions of the material, or anisotropic, i.e. not the same in all directions. The prior results in a round etch profile while the latter results in a profile that is determined by the crystal lattice structure of the substrate or the process used. A mixture of hydrofluoric acid and nitric acid in water or acetic acid is normally used for isotropic etching of silicon substrates while solutions of potassium hydroxide (KOH), tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) or ethylenediaminepyrocatechol (EDP) are used for anisotropic etching [18, 27]. When etching silicon with KOH \{110\}-planes are typically etched at a rate one order of magnitude faster than \{111\}-planes and \{100\}-planes are etched two orders of magnitude faster [26]. Wet etching is a relatively simple and low cost procedure that produces well defined structures with smooth surfaces. However, since the freedom of design often is limited by the structure of the crystal lattice, dry etching has become an attractive alternative, even though it is considerably more complex and expensive. Dry etching includes three processes; reactive ion etching (RIE), sputter etching and vapour phase etching [26, 29]. RIE is a chemical process that occurs when plasma composed of ions, electrons and neutrons in a fully or partially ionized gas is transported to the surface of a substrate where material is removed as reaction products. Sputter etching removes material when high energy ions collide with the substrate surface and knock out atoms. Vapour phase etching is a chemical process in which gases react with the surface of the substrate and material is removed as products of these reactions. The available dry etching techniques utilize one or more of these processes. A development of the RIE process, termed deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), has recently more or less revolutionized microfabrication [43]. Using DRIE it is possible to rapidly etch hundreds of micrometers deep trenches with vertical side walls. However, the surface smoothness is considerably poorer compared to wet etching.
In addition to silicon, other substrate materials, e.g. glass, silicon dioxide and plastics, can also be etched [18]. Glass is most commonly isotropically wet etched using hydrofluoric acid. Pure SiO₂ can be RIE etched while sputter etching is preferable for non-pure glass substrates. Plastics substrates are generally sputter etched.

In the work presented in this thesis, silicon substrates were anisotropically wet etched using KOH and thin films of silicon dioxide were etched using buffered and non-buffered hydrofluoric acid. DRIE of silicon substrates was also evaluated but proved to offer insufficient wall parallelity and surface smoothness compared to KOH wet etching.

2.5 Bonding

Microfabrication often requires hermetic sealing between two substrate surfaces. To achieve this there are a number of bonding methods available, some with and some without intermediate layers. The most widespread method for bonding of silicon substrates to borosilicate (Pyrex) substrates is anodic bonding, i.e. bonding assisted by an electrical field [27]. The silicon substrate is placed on a hot plate (350-450°C) and the borosilicate substrate is placed on top of it. A cathode is then attached to the top surface and a voltage is applied (preferably 400-700 V DC). At the elevated temperature the sodium ions in the glass are able to migrate towards the negative pole, leaving a negative charge in the region next to the silicon-glass interface. This results in an electrostatic pressure between the two substrates that pulls them together. At the elevated temperature covalent bonds are believed to form between the surfaces even though the exact nature of the process is still open for speculation. Two silicon surfaces can be bonded together using fusion bonding [27]. In this process two ultra clean surfaces are brought into contact at ~1000°C, whereby a perfect bond with no visible interface is formed. Although fusion bonding can be used for a wide variety of materials, it is most often used for silicon-silicon and silicon dioxide-silicon dioxide bonding. There are also additional methods for glass-glass bonding [44]. Next to the above mentioned methods there are several others for specific materials and applications. Some are based on adhesives and some on simple heating of the substrates, some are reversible and some are irreversible.

Anodic bonding of borosilicate glass to silicon was used in the work presented in this thesis.

2.6 Microfabrication of a microchannel

The microfabrication of the silicon and borosilicate glass flow channels used in the work presented in this thesis is summarized in figure 2.3. Initially, a silicon dioxide layer is deposited on top of a silicon substrate through thermal oxidation (1 and 2). The new substrate surface is spin coated with positive photoresist (3). Following UV light lithography the exposed photoresist is dissolved (4 and 5). The silicon dioxide not covered by photoresist is then etched away using buffered hydrofluoric acid (6). At this stage the remaining photoresist can be removed using acetone since the
pattern is defined by the silicon dioxide layer (7). In the next step, flow channels of different cross-section geometry are anisotropically wet etched using KOH, while the silicon dioxide layer acts as an etching mask (8). When the desired channel dimensions have been reached the remaining silicon dioxide is removed and the channels are sealed with borosilicate glass through anodic bonding (9 and 10).

**Figure 2.3:** The microfabrication process sequence of a silicon and borosilicate glass microchannel.
3. Microfluidics

During the 1980s, when microfluidics was in its early stages of development, the field was dominated by microflow sensors, microvalves and micropumps [45]. This changed when its great potential in life science and chemistry became evident [12, 19]. Today, microfluidics is a highly interdisciplinary field that often combines e.g. physics, chemistry, engineering and biotechnology. Microfluidic devices are expected to play a major role in the near future, e.g. in medical diagnostics, molecular biology, genetic sequencing, chemical production, drug discovery and proteomics. It is possible that the impact one day will become comparable to that of microelectronics. There are already a wide variety of devices available and their applicability is steadily increasing [13, 46-50].

Fluidics in general and microfluidics in particular are complex research fields that involve many more or less well described phenomena. This chapter will give a general overview of fluidics with a focus on what is relevant in the context of this thesis. More extensive reviews on the subject can be found in the literature [11, 50-54].

3.1 Fluid mechanics

A fluid can be defined as any gas or liquid that cannot sustain a shearing force when at rest and that undergoes a continuous change in shape when subjected to such a stress [55]. Most water-like fluids can be treated as Newtonian fluids, i.e. fluids where the shear stress is linearly proportional to the velocity gradient in the direction perpendicular to the plane of shear. The constant of proportionality is the viscosity of the fluid, i.e. the fluids resistance to flowing (equation 3.1) [51].

\[ \tau = \eta \cdot \frac{dv}{dx} \]  

(eq. 3.1)

where \( \tau \) is the shear stress, \( \eta \) is the dynamic (absolute) viscosity, and \( \frac{dv}{dx} \) is the velocity gradient perpendicular to the direction of shear.

When designing microfluidic devices it is important to be aware of the properties of the fluid as well as those of the flow. These properties can be organized in four groups; kinematic, transport, thermodynamic and miscellaneous [50]. Kinematic properties are typically velocity, acceleration and strain rate while transport properties refer to e.g. viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusivity. Thermodynamic properties include pressure, temperature and density. Other properties, like surface tension, vapour pressure and surface accommodation coefficients, are categorized as miscellaneous. Starting out from these properties, calculations and simulations of the behaviour of fluid flows in various situations can be done. The simulations found in the literature are mainly based one out of two approaches, the molecular and the continuum [50]. The molecular approaches are generally based on the Lennard-Jones potential model. Two popular techniques are molecular dynamics (MD) and Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC). In the continuum approaches it is assumed that the
fluid can be treated as a continuum, i.e. all relevant properties are defined everywhere in space and vary continuously. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the most popular technique. The approximate length scale above which the continuum approach can be expected to give a reliable result is \( \sim 1 \, \mu \text{m} \) for gases and \( \sim 10 \, \text{nm} \) for liquids [50].

### 3.1.1 Laminar flows

A fluid flow is described as laminar if it is smooth and follows predictable paths, streamlines. The word “laminar” refers to the fact that the fluid can be regarded as a number of indistinguishable laminated streams, laminae, flowing alongside each other. In applications of fluidics where mixing is undesirable it is important to make sure that the flow is kept laminar, i.e. not turbulent. Reynolds number, defined by equation 3.2, is a good laminarity predictor in long and straight flow channels with constant cross-section geometry [50].

\[
\text{Re} = \frac{\rho \cdot D_h \cdot u}{\eta} = \frac{D_h \cdot u}{v}
\]

(eq. 3.2)

where \( \rho \) is the density of the fluid, \( D_h \) is the hydraulic diameter (defined by equation 3.3), \( u \) is the characteristic velocity of the flow and \( v \) is the kinematic viscosity. The hydraulic diameter is an approximation technique that can be used both for completely and partially filled channels.

\[
D_h = \frac{4 \cdot A}{P_{\text{wet}}}
\]

(eq. 3.3)

where \( A \) is the cross-section area of the flow and \( P_{\text{wet}} \) is the wetted perimeter, the perimeter of the channel that is in direct contact with the fluid.

Since \( D_h \) is small in the microscale domain, microfluidic flows are almost always laminar, a major advantage compared to macroscale flows. The transitional Reynolds number, above which a flow is expected to turn turbulent, generally ranges between 1000 and 2000, depending on factors like channel shape, aspect ratio and surface roughness [50].

Even though the advantages of laminar flows are many it is often desirable to mix fluids at specific points in microfluidic systems, e.g. when two reactants are to react efficiently. This seemingly trivial problem has proven to be a complex challenge. However, the efforts made to overcome it have resulted in a number of more or less efficient mixing methods [56].

### 3.1.2 Flow profiles

When a Newtonian fluid flows through a pipe under laminar conditions the velocity closest to the perimeter practically reaches zero due to friction, while it reaches its
maximum in the centre of the cross-section. The resulting rotary symmetrical velocity profile is described according to equation 3.4 [57].

\[ v(r) = \frac{\Delta P}{4 \cdot \eta \cdot L} \cdot \left( R^2 - r^2 \right) \]  
(eq. 3.4)

where \( R \) is the radius of the pipe, \( r \) is the distance from the centre of the cross-section of the pipe, \( L \) is the length of the pipe and \( \Delta P \) is the pressure difference between the beginning and the end of the pipe. As can be seen in equation 3.4 the flow profile has a parabolic shape, which is characteristic for laminar flows.

Microfluidic flow channels have rectangular rather than circular cross-sections. The velocity profile of a rectangular cross-section flow channel, described by equation 3.5, is considerably more complex [58]. The flow profile along the symmetry axes of the channel cross-section is typically parabolic in the shorter dimension of the cross-section while it gets blunter and blunter in the other as the aspect ratio increases.

\[ v(x, z) = \frac{dP}{dy} \cdot \frac{1}{2 \cdot \mu} \left\{ \left[ z (z - w) \right] + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sinh \left( \frac{m \cdot \pi \cdot z}{w} \right) \left[ A_m \cdot \cosh \left( \frac{m \cdot \pi \cdot x}{w} \right) + \ldots \right] \right\} 
+ \ldots + B_m \cdot \sinh \left( \frac{m \cdot \pi \cdot x}{w} \right) \right\} 
\]  
(eq. 3.5)

\[ A_m = \frac{-2 \cdot w^2}{m^3 \cdot \pi^3} \left[ \cos(m \cdot \pi) - 1 \right] \]  
(eq. 3.6)

\[ B_m = \frac{-A_m \left[ \cosh \left( \frac{m \cdot \pi}{a_R} \right) - 1 \right]}{\sinh \left( \frac{m \cdot \pi}{a_R} \right)} \]  
(eq. 3.7)

\[ a_R = \frac{w}{d} \]  
(eq. 3.8)

where \( P \) is the pressure in the channel, \( d \) is the channel depth, \( w \) is the channel width, \( x \) is the channel depth coordinate, \( y \) is the channel length coordinate, \( z \) is the channel width coordinate and \( a_R \) is the aspect ratio of the channel.

Since few fluids are perfectly Newtonian and this affects the appearance of the flow profile it is advantageous to know how non-Newtonian fluids behave. There are two main classes, time-independent and time-dependent non-Newtonians [52]. Fluids sorting under the prior group have a given viscosity at a given shear stress that does not vary with time while those belonging to the latter group have a given viscosity at a given shear stress that varies with time. Time-independent non-Newtonian fluids are further subdivided into pseudoplastic (shear thinning, e.g. blood), dilatant (shear


thickening, e.g. starch in water) and plastic (solids until a certain shear stress is reached, e.g. toothpaste or grease). Time-dependent non-Newtonian fluids are subdivided into thixotropic (time-thinning, e.g. yoghurt) and rheopectic (time-thickening, e.g. gypsum paste).

### 3.1.3 Entrance effects

When a fluid flows from a macroscale vessel into a microchannel with constant cross-section geometry, a certain distance along the direction of flow is required for the laminar flow profile to become fully developed. When designing microfluidic systems, entrance effects should be considered. In low Reynolds number flows the entrance length can be approximated according to equation 3.9 [50].

\[
\frac{L_e}{D_h} \approx \frac{0.6}{1 + 0.035 \cdot Re} + 0.056 \cdot Re \quad \text{(eq. 3.9)}
\]

where \(L_e\) is the entrance length and \(Re\) is the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter \(D_h\).

### 3.1.4 Driving flows

Pressure gradients are probably the most common way of driving flows in microfluidic systems. An under-pressure is applied to the outlets of the system or an over-pressure is applied to the inlets using e.g. syringe pumps or roller pumps. Integrated micropumps are also common [50]. In addition to pressure gradients, methods based on electric fields (e.g. electro-osmosis, electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis), acoustic streaming (e.g. quartz wind, boundary induced streaming and cavitation microstreaming), magnetic fields (e.g. magnetohydrodynamic stirring), capillary effects (e.g. surface tension and surface tension gradients) and fluid-structure interactions (e.g. transport through movement of the channel walls) can be utilized [53, 54].

### 3.2 Microparticles in fluids

Microparticles are common in current as well as potential future microfluidic applications. Suspended microparticles, e.g. organic and inorganic beads with or without surface coatings and cells, are routinely handled in e.g. separation, sorting, chemistry and analytical applications [15, 59, 60]. In processes where microparticles are not naturally present they are frequently introduced, e.g. to increase surface to volume ratio, act as catalysts or carry active surfaces.

It is desirable to keep track of particles inside microfluidic systems and to be able to characterize them before and after they have passed through the systems, mainly in order to optimize processes like e.g. mixing, pumping, separation and filtration. Straightforward ways to do this is to observe them through a microscope during system operation and to look at particle suspension samples on microscope slides.
before and after. However, there are more efficient and informative methods available.

### 3.2.1 Particle size measurement

Particle size distribution measurements reveal information about the process the particles have been subjected to, e.g. throughput, damage done to the particles and how the particles have moved through the system. There are a number of methods available to perform these measurements [61]. However, it is important to bear in mind that particle size values always come in the form of equivalent diameters based on e.g. the projected perimeter diameter, the projected area diameter, the sphere of equivalent volume diameter or averages of such diameters. Two of the most popular methods are the electrical sensing zone (ESZ) and laser light scattering methods.

The ESZ method, also termed the Coulter Counter principle, is based on the measurement of impedance changes between two electrodes submerged in an electrolyte, e.g. sodium chloride solution. The electrodes are located on either side of a small aperture through which the sample suspension is sucked. As the particles pass through the aperture, one by one, the impedance between the electrodes changes momentarily since the electrolyte is displaced. These changes are converted into voltage pulses that are proportional to the volumes of the particles. The sphere of equivalent volume diameters are then calculated from these values.

While the ESZ method measures particles one at a time, the laser light scattering method measures groups of particles by illuminating them with laser light and recording the pattern created on the other side by the scattered and refracted light. The pattern is computer processed in order to extract information about the particle size distribution. The result comes in the form of the projected area diameters.

In their most modern forms the ESZ and laser light scattering methods are comparable in performance in liquid phase applications. Both methods are capable of measuring particles in a range from tenths of micrometers to thousands of micrometers.

### 3.2.2 Particle tracking

The possibility to track particles within a microfluidic system offers a great opportunity to understand the fluid dynamics within the system. Some particle tracking methods can be integrated while others require an optically transparent window into the area of interest.

The simplest form of particle tracking is to measure the flow velocity at a specific point, i.e. through pointwise methods [50]. To do this there are mainly two methods available, Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Optical Doppler Tomography (ODT). However, full-field methods, that offer at least two-component velocity measurements within a two dimensional plane, are preferable [50]. The dominating full-field methods are Scalar Image Velocimetry (SIV), Molecular Tagging Velocimetry
(MTV) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). The fact that SIV and MTV utilize molecular tracers makes them less useful in particle monitoring applications since particles can be affected by more than the flow. Consequently, PIV has become the method of choice in microfluidics [62-64]. The basic principle is very simple, moving suspended particles are photographed two or more times and the images are cross-correlated to determine how far the particles have moved. The information is then processed in order to generate e.g. particle trajectories and velocity vector fields.
4. Acoustics

Acoustics is the branch of physics that is dedicated to the studies of sound, i.e. the generation, transmission, control, reception and effects of mechanical waves in solids, liquids and gases [55]. There are several major sub-branches in this research field but the more prominent ones, in addition to ultrasonics, are environmental, architectural, musical and engineering acoustics. Ultrasonics is the study of sound with a frequency higher than audible sound, environmental acoustics deals with noise control, architectural acoustics is the study of how sound waves and buildings interact, musical acoustics deals with the design and use of musical instruments and how they affect the listener and engineering acoustics concerns the recording and reproduction of sound.

The first section of this chapter outlines the basics in acoustics with an emphasis on ultrasound and other relevant matters in the context of this thesis. Next, acoustic forces on suspended particles are described. Finally, acoustic streaming, a common phenomenon when microfluidics and sound waves are combined, is described. More detailed and extensive reviews on acoustics can be found in the literature [57, 65-69].

4.1 Sound

Sound propagates through a medium as longitudinal waves, i.e. compressions and rarefactions along the direction of propagation of the wave. Transverse waves, on the other hand, are oscillations perpendicular to the direction of propagation, e.g. waves on a string. Since longitudinal and transverse waves in most situations are governed by the same laws of physics and are described in the same way mathematically it is often convenient to think of sound waves as transverse waves.

4.1.1 Travelling waves

A simple sinusoidal sound wave travelling in the positive x-direction is described by the wave function (equation 4.1) [57]. The wave function satisfies the wave equation (equation 4.2), one of the most important equations in physics [57]. This signifies that the wave function describes a disturbance that can propagate along an axis at a specific wave speed (equations 4.3 and 4.4) [70]. Since liquids in general, contrary to solids, cannot support shear stress, only longitudinal waves can pass through them.

\[
y(x,t) = A \cdot \sin(\omega t - kx)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 y(x,t)}{\partial x^2} = \frac{1}{c^2} \cdot \frac{\partial^2 y(x,t)}{\partial t^2}
\]

\[
c = \sqrt{\frac{B}{\rho}}
\]

(liquids, longitudinal wave)
\[ c = \sqrt{\frac{B + \frac{4}{3} G}{\rho}} = \sqrt{\frac{E(1-\nu)}{\rho(1-\nu-2\nu^2)}} \] (solids, longitudinal wave) \hspace{1cm} (eq. 4.4)

where \( y \) is the displacement, \( x \) is the position, \( t \) is the time, \( A \) is the displacement amplitude, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency (defined as \( 2\pi f \)), \( k \) is the wave number (defined as \( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \)), \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( c \) is the wave speed, \( B \) is the adiabatic bulk modulus, \( G \) is the shear modulus (modulus of rigidity), \( \rho \) is the density of the medium, \( E \) is the Young modulus and \( \nu \) is the Poisson ratio.

Since sound waves propagate as compressions and rarefactions in a medium it is practical to express the wave function in gauge pressure form (equation 4.5) \[57\]. The gauge pressure is the pressure above or below atmospheric pressure. Note the fact that the pressure function is phase shifted 90° compared to the displacement function.

\[ p(x,t) = p_0 \cdot \cos(\omega t - kx) \] \hspace{1cm} (eq. 4.5)

\[ p_0 = B \cdot k \cdot A \] \hspace{1cm} (eq. 4.6)

where \( p \) is the gauge pressure and \( p_0 \) is the gauge pressure amplitude.

**4.1.2 Standing waves**

Interference between sound waves can generally be handled through superpositioning, i.e. by adding the displacement of all the wave functions in every point. A special case of wave interference is when two travelling waves of equal amplitude and wavelength meet head on. The result is a phenomenon known as a standing or stationary wave. A standing wave has displacement nodes, where the medium particles do not move, and displacement antinodes, where the particles move twice as much as in one of the travelling waves. Contrary to travelling waves, standing waves do not transfer energy, i.e. the net energy transport in both directions is zero. The displacement and pressure functions of a standing wave are given by equation 4.7 and 4.8 \[57, 71\].

\[ y(x,t) = A_{SW} \cdot \cos(\omega t) \cdot \sin(kx) \] \hspace{1cm} (eq. 4.7)

\[ p(x,t) = -p_{SW} \cdot \cos(\omega t) \cdot \cos(kx) \] \hspace{1cm} (eq. 4.8)

where \( A_{SW} \) and \( p_{SW} \) are the sums of the amplitudes of the individual waves.

The pressure and displacement functions are 90° out of phase with respect to position, but not with respect to time. Thus, pressure nodes will always be displacement antinodes and pressure antinodes will always be displacement nodes.
4.1.3 Ultrasound

Depending on the frequency of the sound waves, sound is referred to as infrasound \((f < 20 \text{ Hz})\), audible sound \((20 \text{ Hz} \leq f \leq 20 000 \text{ Hz})\) or ultrasound \((f > 20 000 \text{ Hz})\). Two of the main application areas of ultrasound are in medicine, where it is used e.g. in diagnostic and therapeutic applications, and in the industry, where it is used e.g. in material defect detection, cleaning and welding applications \([68, 72-75]\). Other areas of application can be found in e.g. chemistry, biology, communication and warfare \([65, 76-78]\).

Sound waves are generated or received by transducers. Reversible transducers can be used in both roles \([70]\). There are several transducer types available but high frequency ultrasonic waves in solids and liquids are most often generated and received by piezoelectric transducers. The functionality of these is based on a phenomenon known as the piezoelectric effect. This effect converts electrical oscillations into mechanical vibrations and vice versa. Nowadays, piezoelectric ceramics, e.g. barium titanate and lead zirconate titanate, are commonly used fabrication materials. Before these materials were made available, transducers were made from quartz crystals or ferromagnetic materials \([65, 70]\). In the latter case the magnetostrictive effect was utilized \([70]\).

A piezoelectric ceramic is a polycrystalline material composed of a mass of minute crystallites with one positively and one negatively charged part \([79]\). When a ceramic plate, with electrodes located on its opposing faces, is heated to a temperature close to its Curie temperature under the influence of a strong electrical field, some of the crystallites align such that their negatively charged ends point towards the positive electrode. During this process a dimensional change takes place as a result of the shape of the crystallites. When the ceramic is cooled and the field is removed this alignment is made permanent. Thus, the ceramic plate is polarized and will stay so until it is heated to its Curie temperature, at which the polarization is lost. When a voltage is applied to the electrodes of the polarized ceramic it will either lengthen or shorten depending on the polarity of the voltage. This happens because more crystallites are aligned in the same direction as the permanently aligned ones or the permanently aligned ones temporarily lose their alignment. If an altering voltage is applied, the plate will oscillate at the frequency of the voltage and send out vibrations, sound waves, in the surrounding medium.

4.1.4 Attenuation of sound waves

When sound waves propagate through a medium they are attenuated, i.e. the intensity in the direction of propagation is reduced. Attenuation is caused by two processes, absorption of the sound waves and deviation of energy from the direction of propagation \([70]\). Through absorption, some of the mechanical energy of the waves is converted into heat by internal friction. Deviation of energy from the direction of propagation is caused by reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering. In addition to the medium itself, suspended particles also contribute to the attenuation \([80]\).
Beers-Lambert-Bouguer law, equation 4.9, describes the attenuation process and also defines the frequency dependent absorption coefficient [65, 70, 72].

\[ I = I_0 \exp(-2\alpha x) \]  

(eq. 4.9)

where \( I \) is the intensity of the wave after it has travelled the distance \( x \) through the medium, \( I_0 \) is the intensity at \( x = 0 \) and \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient.

In fluids, there are two main causes of absorption, viscosity and thermal conduction [70]. The viscous losses can be regarded as friction losses between the molecules of the medium as they move relative to each other during the propagation of the sound waves through the medium. Thermal conduction losses arise during heat transport between the warmer compressed regions of the medium and the cooler rarefied regions. Relaxation phenomena can also affect the absorption characteristics but that is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Compared to fluids, there are more potential causes of attenuation of sound waves in solids [70]. These are characteristic of the physical properties of the medium and can be categorized in a number of groups; losses characteristic of polycrystalline solids, absorption due to lattice imperfections, absorption in ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials, absorption due to electron-photon interactions, absorption in single crystals due to thermal effects and absorption due to other possible causes, e.g. acoustoelectric effects, structural relaxation, thermal relaxation and nuclear magnetic resonance. The details of these processes are beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.2 Acoustic force theory

It is easy to picture that suspended particles are affected by forces when sound waves propagate through their suspending medium. The waves are disturbances in the positions of the medium particles and these consequently exert forces on both their neighbouring medium particles and the suspended particles as they move. However, in most cases these forces are very small or cancel each other out. Though, in some particular situations, e.g. in standing waves, this is not always the case. Under certain conditions, acoustic standing wave forces make suspended particles move in a controlled fashion [81-87]. The involved acoustic forces can be divided into two categories; the primary acoustic radiation forces (PRFs), generated by the interaction of a particle with the primary wave field, and the secondary acoustic radiation force (SRF), generated by the interaction between a particle and the scattered wave field [88-90].

4.2.1 Primary acoustic radiation forces

The investigation of acoustic radiation forces began in 1874 when Kundt and Lehmann demonstrated that suspended particles can be affected by forces generated in an acoustic standing wave [1]. Nevertheless, the theoretical breakthrough came more than half a century later, in 1934, when King derived an expression for the
radiation pressure on a rigid sphere, much smaller than the wavelength of the sound waves, suspended in a non-viscous fluid [83]. This work was extended to include compressible spheres by Yosioka and Kawasima in 1955 and, using another approach, Gor’kov confirmed their results in 1962 [82, 84]. A complementary approach to the understanding of the acoustic radiation force, based on kinetic and potential energies, was presented by Nyborg in 1967 [91]. However, with small variations, it is in the Gor’kov, Yosioka and Kawasima form we are used to see the acoustic force equation, equation 4.10 [89, 90, 92-96]. To be more precise, this equation describes the axial PRF, $F_{ax}$, which is the force responsible for moving suspended particles to the nodal and anti-nodal planes of a standing wave. In most acoustic particle manipulation applications this is the most relevant acoustic force.

$$F_{ax} = -\left(\frac{\pi \rho_p^2 V_p \beta_m}{2\lambda}\right) \cdot \phi(\beta, \rho) \cdot \sin(2kx)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(eq. 4.10)}$$

$$\phi(\beta, \rho) = \frac{5\rho_p - 2\rho_m}{2\rho_p + \rho_m} - \frac{\beta_p}{\beta_m}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(eq. 4.11)}$$

where the densities of the medium and the particles are denoted $\rho_m$ and $\rho_p$, respectively, and the corresponding compressibilities $\beta_m$ and $\beta_p$, respectively. $V_p$ is the volume of the particle, $\phi$ is the acoustic contrast factor or the $\phi$-factor, defined by equation 4.11, and $x$ is the distance from a pressure node. The compressibility is the reciprocal of the bulk modulus and can e.g. be determined through acoustic methods [57, 97].

The direction of the axial primary acoustic radiation force is determined by the sign of the $\phi$-factor, a positive $\phi$-factor results in movement towards a pressure node and a negative $\phi$-factor results in movement towards a pressure anti-node correspondingly (figures 4.1 and 4.2).

*Figure 4.1:* Positive $\phi$-factor particles are moved to the pressure nodal plane of the standing wave under the influence of the axial PRF.
Figure 4.2: Negative φ-factor particles are moved to the pressure anti-nodal planes of the standing wave under the influence of the axial PRF.

In addition to the axial PRF there is a transverse PRF, equation 4.12, acting in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the standing wave [80, 90, 95, 98, 99]. The transverse PRF has been found to aggregate particles at the local acoustic energy density maxima of the pressure nodal planes [90]. These maxima can be caused by e.g. a non-uniform amplitude distribution of the source, divergence of the wave and the influence of the boundaries [80].

\[ F_{tr} = V_p \nabla E_{ac} \left[ \left( \frac{3(\rho_p - \rho_m)}{\rho_m + 2\rho_p} \right) \cos^2(kx) - \left( \frac{\beta_m - \beta_p}{\beta_m} \right) \sin^2(kx) \right] \]  

(eq. 4.12)

where \( \nabla \) is the transverse gradient operator and \( E_{ac} \) is the time-averaged acoustic energy density of the field.

4.2.2 Secondary acoustic radiation force

When two suspended particles are present in the same sound field, each particle will be subjected both to the incident sound waves and the scattered waves from the other particle. The scattered waves give rise to an interaction force between the particles, the SRF. Pioneers in the investigation of this force were König and Bjerknes, which is why it is sometimes referred to as the König or Bjerknes force [100, 101]. Since then several researchers have considered the SRF [80, 88-90, 102-107]. Under the assumptions that the particles and the distance between them are much smaller than the wavelength of the sound waves, the SRF between two identical compressible spheres in a plane standing wave is described by equation 4.13 [80, 88].

\[ F_{sr} = 4\pi a^6 \left[ \frac{\left( \rho_p - \rho_m \right)^2 \left( 3\cos^2\theta - 1 \right)}{6\rho_m d^4} v^2(x) - \frac{\omega^2 \rho_m (\beta_p - \beta_m)^2}{9d^2} p^2(x) \right] \]  

(eq. 4.13)

where \( a \) is the radius of the particles, \( d \) is the centre to centre distance between them, \( \theta \) is the angle between the centreline of the particles and the direction of propagation of the incident acoustic wave and \( v(x) \) and \( p(x) \) are the velocity and pressure, respectively, of the unperturbed incident field at the position of the particles.
The sign of the force is to be interpreted such that a negative sign means that there is an attractive force between the particles and a positive sign means that there is a repulsive force. The first term of the right side of the equation depends on the particle velocity and the orientation of the particles with respect to the incident sound waves, while the second term depends on the acoustic pressure. When particles are lined up in the direction of the wave propagation (θ = 0°) the first term is repulsive and when the centreline of the particles is perpendicular to the direction of the wave propagation (θ = 90°) it is attractive. The second term is always attractive. Note that the first term vanishes at the velocity nodes and the second term vanishes at the pressure nodes. The influence of the SRF is small compared to the axial PRF. The maximum SRF is about two orders of magnitude weaker than the maximum axial PRF, the latter typically in the order of 10^{-11} \text{ N} in acoustic particle manipulation applications [90]. Furthermore, the SRF is significant only when the particles are very close together. However, it can become important in e.g. aggregation and sedimentation applications, where particles are first brought together by the PRFs [88, 94, 108, 109].

In addition to the PRFs and the SRF, gas bubbles oscillating under the influence of an acoustic standing wave field can sometimes induce forces on suspended particles, provided that they are in very close proximity [89].

4.3 Acoustic streaming

In addition to acoustic forces on suspended particles, sound waves induce acoustic streaming. The study of these phenomena was pioneered by Lord Rayleigh [110, 111]. Nowadays, steady acoustic streaming phenomena are generally referred to one of three categories; Rayleigh streaming (boundary induces streaming), the Quartz wind or cavitation microstreaming [54, 112, 113]. Rayleigh streaming occurs around solid boundaries and is induced by standing waves between plane walls. This phenomenon results in rotating vortex flows and can be used in e.g. mixing applications [114]. The Quartz wind arises when a source projects a high intensity beam of sound into a body of fluid [115]. It was initially associated with quartz crystal oscillators generating ultrasound, hence the name. Both Rayleigh streaming and the Quartz wind owe their origin to the action of Reynolds stresses [116]. The third class of steady acoustic streaming, cavitation microstreaming, is induced through the interaction between bubbles and acoustic waves [117]. The streaming comes about when the centre of a bubble, which is attached to solid wall, moves away from the wall as the bubble expands. Cavitation microstreaming can be used in e.g. mixing applications [54].
5 Separation technology

Separation processes are undoubtedly among the more central phenomena in nature [118]. By looking at e.g. the structure of the earth, with its core, mantle, crust, hydrosphere and atmosphere, it is obvious that separation processes of gigantic proportions have been involved. In the other end of the size scale, processes inside the body deal with separation of cells, proteins, molecules and atoms in order to uphold life itself. Thousands of years ago, mankind learned to master simple separation processes, e.g. to extract components from minerals, plants or animals. In our time, complex separation processes are routinely used in laboratories and industries everywhere and the annual turnover of this market is in the order of billions of euros or more. In separation science, separations of suspended particles from their medium or from other particles are among the more common tasks. The particles involved are e.g. cells, subcellular fragments, molecular aggregates, molecules, crystals, bacteria, viruses or beads of various types.

In this chapter several common separation methods for suspended particles are briefly reviewed. These are often described and named after the underlying force, phenomenon or form of operation. Some are continuous while others are batch processes. Some can only handle relatively large particles while others only handle very small ones. In addition to three major groups of methods, based on magnetic, electrical and centrifugal/gravitational forces, several other approaches are discussed.

5.1 Magnetic methods

By applying an external magnetic field it is possible to move magnetic particles while in suspension [13, 119-123]. The basic concept is termed magnetophoresis and is a batch process in its simplest form. To separate the particles from their medium, a magnet is applied to the outside of the container. Magnetic particles, with or without other particles trapped on their surface, subsequently move to the wall closest to the magnet and remain there as the suspending medium, together with any non-magnetic particles, is decanted. This is followed by detachment and washing steps. Magnetic beads with an iron oxide core, a polymer shell and e.g. an antibody coating to which e.g. cells and biomolecules attach are often used [124]. There are also two naturally occurring magnetic cell types, erythrocytes (red blood cells) and magnetotactic bacteria [119]. Furthermore, some non-magnetic bioparticles can be made magnetic through absorption of magnetic materials [120, 125]. Free flow magnetophoresis is magnetophoresis in a continuous laminar flow mode [124]. Magnetic particles are deflected, perpendicular to the direction of flow, by a magnetic field and exit the separation zone through different outlets depending on how much they have been deflected. In addition to separation from non-magnetic particles, free flow magnetophoresis offers separation based on size and magnetic susceptibility, the latter a quantity describing the magnetic response of a substance to an applied magnetic field. Size base separation is possible since the size dependent drag force opposes the magnetic force. The drag force, equation 5.1, results from the friction between the medium and the particle (friction drag) and the displacement of the medium by the particle (form drag) [120]. The magnetic force exerted on a particle is given by
Next to throughput, a drawback associated with free flow magnetophoresis is varying reproducibility of particle deflection [124].

\[
F_d = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \rho_m \cdot \frac{v^2}{C_D} \cdot A \tag{eq. 5.1}
\]

\[
C_D = \frac{24}{Re} \quad \text{(for spherical particles and } Re < 0.1) \tag{eq. 5.2}
\]

\[
C_D = \left( \frac{24}{Re} + 0.5407 \right)^2 \quad \text{(for spherical particles and } 0.5 < Re < 6000) \tag{eq. 5.3}
\]

where \(\rho_m\) is the density of the medium, \(v\) is the particle velocity relative to the medium, \(C_D\) is the drag coefficient, \(A\) is the reference area (approximately the projected cross-section area of the particle perpendicular to the direction of its movement) and \(Re\) is the Reynolds number. Equation 5.2 can also be used for \(0.1 < Re < 1\) but this results in a slight underestimation of the drag force.

\[
F_m = \chi \cdot H \cdot V_p \cdot \frac{dB}{dx} \tag{eq. 5.4}
\]

where \(\chi\) is the magnetic susceptibility, \(H\) is the magnetic field intensity, \(V_p\) is the particle volume and \(dB/dx\) is the magnetic field gradient. The typical maximum magnetic field gradient is \(\sim 2.5 \cdot 10^5 \text{ T/m} \) [120].

### 5.2 Electrical methods

Electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis are two groups of separation methods that are based on electrical fields [13, 50, 118, 120, 126, 127]. Electrophoresis, the movement of charged particles under the influence of an electrical field, is often combined with interaction between particles and surfaces, a variation referred to as electrochromatography [128-130]. The process starts as the sample suspension is placed in one end of an electrolyte or porous medium, on a plate or in a capillary. Next, an electrical field is applied in the desired direction of movement. The charged particles then start to move in the direction of the field at a rate determined by their charge, the field strength, the drag force and possible interactions with the solid phase. Particles that move faster are separated from particles that move slower. Basic electrophoresis is a batch process but there is a continuous version available, termed free flow electrophoresis [131-134]. This method is analogous to free flow magnetophoresis, with the difference that the particles move under the influence of an electrical field instead of a magnetic. The magnitude of the electrical force on a charged particle is given by equation 5.5 [120].
\[ F_e = q \cdot E = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot d_p \cdot \left(1 + \frac{1}{2} \cdot \kappa \cdot d_p\right) \cdot \epsilon \cdot \zeta_p \cdot E \]  

(eq. 5.5)

where \( q \) is the particle charge, \( E \) is the electrical field strength, \( d_p \) is the particle diameter, \( \kappa \) is the reciprocal of the Debye decay length, \( \epsilon \) is the dielectric permittivity of the fluid and \( \zeta_p \) is the zeta-potential of the particle.

The zeta-potential refers to the electrostatic potential generated by the accumulation of ions at the surface of the particle while the Debye decay length is a measure of the thickness of the electrical double layer around the particle [120]. The typical maximum electrical field strength in biological systems is \(~6 \cdot 10^6\) V/m [120]. Strong electrical fields often cause heating that can lead to unwanted convection.

When dielectric particles are exposed to an external electrical field they are polarized and form dipoles. If the field is inhomogeneous these dipoles experience a force and start to move. Depending on whether the movement is towards higher or lower field strength the phenomenon is referred to as positive or negative dielectrophoresis, respectively [135-138]. In this fashion, particles, e.g. cells, biomolecules or beads, can be trapped at local field strength maxima or minima, and are thereby separated from the suspending medium and non-dielectric particles.

### 5.3 Sedimentation methods

Suspended particles can be separated from each other or from their suspending medium under the influence of the gravitational or centrifugal force, i.e. through sedimentation (equation 5.6) [57, 118, 120, 139, 140]. In both cases, particles with a density that differs from that of the surrounding medium are forced through it, against the drag force. Separation through sedimentation is based on differences in density, volume and drag force.

\[ F_c = a \cdot \Delta \rho \cdot V_p \]  

(eq. 5.6)

where \( a \) is the centrifugal acceleration and \( \Delta \rho \) is the density difference between the particle and the suspending medium. The upper centrifugal acceleration limit is \(~20 000\)g [120].

Gravitational sedimentation can be utilized when particles are heavy enough to sink to the bottom of their container relatively fast. However, in order to separate e.g. cells, subcellular fragments and biomolecules, centrifugal sedimentation is generally needed. When the suspension is rotated, particles denser than the medium migrate towards the outer wall of the centrifuge while particles lighter than the medium move towards its centre. However, since small and random differences in medium density can cause convection during centrifugation, a medium density gradient is often introduced such that the density increases along the radius of the centrifuge, from the centre and out [118]. There is a wide variety of density changing media available [139]. In most cases, sedimentation methods are batch processes but there are continuous versions available for some specific applications [141-143].
5.4 Other methods

In addition to the magnetic, electrical and centrifugal/gravitational force based methods there is a wide variety of other methods and families of methods available [13, 118, 120, 144]. Some are already of great importance in specific applications while others might be the separation methods of the future. However, many are primarily used for separation of molecular or macromolecular particles. In addition, they often have low throughput or limited applicability.

A straightforward and very commonly used separation method is filtration, which can be done in several consecutive steps [145, 146]. The separation is only based on size and accumulation of particles in the filter is inevitable, even though the latter can be reduced by applying a flow tangential to the filter surface. Chromatography is also one of the more commonly used families of methods [118, 147]. In its simplest form, suspended particles travel through a column with a stationary phase, e.g. a tightly packed granular material, and separation of different particle types is achieved by differences in interaction with the stationary phase. Another family of methods, field-flow fractionation (FFF), separates suspended particles by combining a parabolic laminar flow profile with a perpendicular field or gradient in a thin flow channel [144, 148-153]. Dissimilar particles entering the channel in the centre of the flow profile or close to a wall follow different paths under the influence of the force field, while travelling through the channel. They subsequently exit the channel in sequence because of differences in mean flow rate during the pass. Any field or gradient that results in a desirable motion of the particles can be used. Split-flow thin fractionation (SPLITT) is a continuous form of FFF where a flow splitter at the end of the channel separates particles that have moved far enough to reach the other side of it from those who have not [148, 154]. Lately, deterministic hydrodynamic methods based on the hydrodynamic size of suspended particles in a laminar flow have been presented [155-157]. Arrays of flow splitters, where each row is slightly shifted in a direction perpendicular to the direction of flow compared to the prior, are used to achieve separation. The throughput is, however, extremely low which is also the case with a closely related method termed pinch flow fractionation [158-160]. By drastically reducing the cross-section of a laminar flow channel, large suspended particles are pushed from their original flow lines by the channel wall while smaller particles are able to remain. When the channel is widened again the particles can be separated by flow splitters since they follow different flow lines. Suspended particles can also be trapped using immunoaffinity methods that rely on biological differences rather than physical [161, 162]. Antibodies coupled to a solid phase catch particles that are able to bind to them. Furthermore, optical methods can be used to trap and separate dielectric particles in a continuous flow [13, 163].

This list could be made much longer, especially when it comes to molecular separation methods [13, 118, 120, 123, 145, 148, 164-168]. However, methods based on acoustic particle manipulation has been intentionally left out this far since it is the central topic of this thesis and therefore thoroughly described in chapters 6 & 7.
6. Acoustic particle manipulation

Acoustic forces induced by standing waves can be utilized to move or trap suspended particles. Most commonly, a standing wave is generated between two flat surfaces in a cavity. Suspended positive $\phi$-factor particles in the cavity are subsequently moved to the pressure nodal planes of the standing wave under the influence of the axial PRF. Analogously, negative $\phi$-factor particles are moved to the pressure anti-nodal planes. If the suspension is flowing under laminar conditions the flow profile can be split up by flow dividers such that the particles are separated from each other or from parts of the suspending medium. Alternatively, the increased local density of particles in the nodal and anti-nodal planes can be used to accelerate sedimentation. These basic concepts, in more or less modified forms, are employed to solve a variety of particle manipulation tasks. Consequently, a large number of scientific publications on the subject have been presented.

All particles, biological or non-biological, within a certain size range can be affected by acoustic forces provided that they have non-zero $\phi$-factors. The upper size limit is set by the fact that the particles must have dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of the ultrasound used [83]. The lower size limit has not yet been explored in detail but it is likely that the weak acoustic forces on sub micrometer particles will be challenged by e.g. forces caused by streaming phenomena. On the other hand, the influence of other forces may very well offer new possibilities that can be taken advantage of. Although far from proven, it can be hypothesized that acoustic methods may very well offer a viable way forward in the domain of nanoparticle manipulation, i.e. manipulation of particles smaller than 1 micrometer.

In the first sections of this chapter the design of ultrasonic resonators and the modelling of the particle motion within them are reviewed. Next, a number of devices are discussed. Finally, the important question of viability of bioparticles in standing wave fields is considered.

6.1 Resonator design

The ultrasonic standing waves used in acoustic manipulation of suspended particles are often generated either by two opposing sound sources or, very commonly, by a single source facing a reflector. These two resonator design alternatives, where the standing wave is generated in the direction normal to the surface of the transducer or transducers, are referred to as layered resonators (figure 6.1). The sources used are generally piezoelectric ceramics that are coupled to a fluid layer, either directly or via a coupling layer. Quarter wavelength coupling layers are commonly used but the most favourable thickness depends on the characteristic acoustic impedances ($Z = \rho \cdot c$, where $\rho$ is the density and $c$ is the longitudinal wave speed) of the layers involved and the application. Combining a transducer, a quarter wavelength coupling layer, a half wavelength fluid layer and a quarter wavelength reflector generally results in a device capable of moving positive $\phi$-factor particles to the pressure nodal plane in the middle.
of the fluid layer and negative $\phi$-factor particles to the pressure anti-nodal planes close to the coupling and reflector layer surfaces.

Designing an ideal layered resonator with a specific resonance frequency has proven to be a difficult task. The choice of layer thicknesses and materials is a complex matter and much care must be taken in assembling the parts since these devices are very sensitive to misalignments. However, simulations of the response to changes in design parameters can give valuable design input. Important contributions in modelling and simulation of layered resonators have been made by a number of researchers. Gröschl described and extended mathematical modelling of layered resonators, from the electrical properties of the piezoelectric actuator to the generated acoustic field quantities in the fluid layer [80]. The model used was developed by Nowotny, Benes and Schmid and was experimentally validated by Hawkes, Gröschl and co-workers [80, 169-172]. Hawkes et al. used the model to explore a number of different resonator configurations [169]. Various combinations of half and quarter wavelength transmission, fluid and reflector layers were investigated in order to describe the pressure and acoustic energy density distributions. Further modelling by Hill and co-workers predicted that it may be possible to place a pressure nodal plane at an arbitrary position in the fluid layer of a resonator and that a transducer/transmission layer resonance very close to the fluid layer resonance should be avoided since the resonator becomes very sensitive to changes in geometric parameters [173-175].

A term often used when discussing resonators is the quality factor of the system (the mechanical Q-factor), i.e. the centre resonance frequency divided by the width of the range of frequencies for which the velocity amplitude is at least the peak value divided by the square root of two [70].

In addition to the layered resonators there are a number of less common resonator designs, e.g. cylindrical, two dimensional rectangular, hemispherical and confocal resonators [176]. A new type of resonator, developed by members of the nanobiotechnology and lab-on-a-chip group at the Department of Electrical Measurements at the Lund Institute of Technology, offers a simple and stable particle manipulation device, which is able to exploit the advantages of the microscale domain and is suitable for on-chip integration (figure 6.2) [177, 178]. The basic idea of the Lund design is to fabricate a resonance cavity in a piece of bulk material using microfabrication processes. The channel is then sealed and perfused with a particle suspension. As the bulk material is actuated by a piezoelectric ceramic attached to the back side of the bulk material, a standing wave is formed between the side walls of the channel if the actuation frequency corresponded to one of its harmonics.
Figure 6.2: Schematic cross-section of a separation chip utilizing the Lund method, perpendicular to the direction of flow through the channel. The channel was sealed by a borosilicate glass lid and was actuated from below using a piezoelectric ceramic. Ultrasonic gel was used to couple the transducer to the chip.

Since the standing wave in the Lund resonator design is formed in a direction orthogonal to the direction normal to the transducer surface, a vibration mode conversion is likely to have occurred. This is presumed to be a result of the coupling between the oscillations in the two directions, i.e. when an object is compressed in one direction it is expanded in the other. This coupling can be illustrated using the Schlieren method [179]. Figure 6.3 shows that when a rectangular piece of brass is actuated by a piezoelectric transducer, sound waves are irradiated from it, both in the direction normal to the transducer surface and in the orthogonal direction. However, in order to reach the full potential of the Lund method the nature of the resonance used should be studied in more detail. In that context, the resonance behaviour in the direction normal to the transducer surface most likely needs to be examined more closely. Unfortunately, the possibility to evaluate different layer thicknesses is limited by the availability of substrate materials. The potential influence of the crystal lattice structure of silicon should also be considered.

Figure 6.3: The left part of the photograph, acquired using the Schlieren method, shows the sound field irradiated from a rectangular piece of brass (outlined) in the direction normal to the surface of the air backed transducer behind it. The right part of the photograph shows the sound fields in the perpendicular direction at the same moment.
Though, without further speculations concerning how the sound waves find their way from the actuator to the channel, if one component in a physical system has a specific resonance frequency and the whole system is actuated at that frequency a resonance generally takes place in that component. It should also be noted that it is highly unlikely that the standing wave is ideal. For example, resonances in the length direction of the channel, variations in the near field of the transducer and disturbances from the surfaces inside the channel can be expected to distort the standing wave. In addition, in the equation describing the axial PRF (equation 4.10), it is assumed that the particles are not close to a wall, which they generally are in acoustic particle manipulation systems [180]. However, in most practical situations it is sufficient to picture the situation in the channel as an ideal standing wave in which the particles behave approximately as described by equation 4.10.

When designing an acoustic resonator the choice of construction materials is important. First of all, they must transfer sound waves efficiently in order to minimize heating of the device, i.e. materials with low acoustic attenuation are preferable. Secondly, in order to uphold a strong standing wave in the fluid layer, the layers in contact with it should display good acoustic reflection properties, i.e. the difference in acoustic impedance between the materials in contact with the fluid and the fluid should be relatively high. Lastly, there must be fabrication methods available for the specific materials in order to realize the resonator designs. Of course, compromises have to be made between these demands. Different types of glass or metals are suitable for transmission and reflector layers in the layered resonator design while silicon is suitable for the bulk material in the Lund design and borosilicate glass is suitable for sealing the channels. Unpublished results from the nanobiotechnology and lab-on-a-chip group in Lund have shown that it is possible to use various metals and even some plastic materials as alternatives to silicon but the latter is the most favourable material evaluated this far, mainly because of the fabrication methods available, the low attenuation and possibly because of the crystal lattice structure.

When actuating a resonator channel of the Lund design at its fundamental resonance frequency, positive \( \phi \)-factor particles move to the single pressure-nodal plane in the middle of the channel, thereby forming a confined streaming band of particles with particle free medium on both sides. Consequently, negative \( \phi \)-factor particles move to the pressure-anti-nodal planes close to the side walls. By adding flow splitters to form three outlets channels from the main channel, the particle stream can be collected in the centre outlet (positive \( \phi \)-factor particles) or in the two side outlets (negative \( \phi \)-factor particles) and the particle free fluid in the complementary outlet or outlets. Anisotropically wet etched silicon offers several options in designing the flow splitters. The most straightforward approach is to etch the two side outlet channels at a 90\(^\circ\) angle in relation to the main channel (figure 6.4). A more favourable design, with respect to fluid dynamics, is one where the side channels are etched at a 45\(^\circ\) angle in relation to the main channel (figure 6.5). Yet another design, with the flow splitters placed directly in the main channel, is possible if \{110\} oriented silicon is used instead of \{100\} oriented (figure 6.6). This offers a more chip area conservative solution in high throughput applications and when integrating the separation device with other microdevices.
Figure 6.4: $90^\circ$ design of flow splitters wet etched in a $\{100\}$ oriented silicon wafer.

Figure 6.5: $45^\circ$ design of flow splitters wet etched in a $\{100\}$ oriented silicon wafer.

Figure 6.6: $0^\circ$ design of flow splitters wet etched in a $\{110\}$ oriented silicon wafer.
6.2 Particle movement models

The movement of suspended particles in acoustic particle manipulation devices has been investigated and described by several researchers [89, 181-186]. The resulting models can be used to predict how particles move in the devices but also to determine specific parameters based on the observed particle behaviour. In most cases, the relevant forces governing the movement of the particles are the axial PRF, the drag forces and in some cases gravity. If the suspended particles are flowing through a channel while being acoustically manipulated there are two drag forces involved, one caused by the fluid flow and one caused by the movement of the particle under the influence of the acoustic force. The influence of gravity is usually small but can be relevant in some devices. Depending on the density of the particles in relation to the suspending medium they will be negatively, neutrally or positively buoyant under the influence of gravity. There are of course additional forces influencing the movement of particles in acoustic particle manipulation devices, e.g. the transverse PRF, interparticle forces, lift, wall interactions and forces induced by acoustic streaming, but these are often marginal compared to the other three.

6.3 Acoustic particle manipulation devices

Several researchers and groups of researchers have designed and built devices utilizing acoustic forces to manipulate suspended particles. Most of these devices are macroscale systems but in recent years microfabricated systems with the potential of being integrated with other microdevices have begun to appear. Presently, the number of such devices is small but the advantages associated with them are many. The following sections give an overview of different approaches to macroscale and microscale acoustic particle manipulation by reviewing several typical publications in the field. It should be noted that acoustic particle manipulation can be done in both liquid and gaseous media. The latter is referred to as levitation and is not discussed in this thesis [187-190].

6.3.1 Macroscale devices

Acoustic standing waves are commonly used to increase the local concentration of particles in order to increase the rate of sedimentation and thereby separate particles from their suspending medium. Limaye et al. induced a multi-wavelength standing wave in a cylindrical tube containing suspended yeast cells or Escherichia coli bacteria [191]. Initially the ultrasound was applied continuously while the particles gathered in the pressure nodal planes under the influence of the axial PRF. Further clustering within these planes was most likely caused by the transverse PRF and the SRF. This was followed by a period of pulsed ultrasound, allowing the clusters of cells to sediment before the clarified medium was removed from the upper part of the tube. Several similar devices and methods based on batch sedimentation have been presented [98, 192-198]. Researchers have also used continuous sedimentation methods as acoustic filters in cell culture devices [199-201]. Trampler et al. kept hybridoma cells in a bioreactor and extracted anti-body rich medium through an outlet
which incorporated an ultrasonic retention filter. The cells were forced together in a standing wave field and sedimented back into the bioreactor, thus eliminating a loss of cells during the harvesting procedure. Similar continuous methods have been presented by other researchers [202-204], e.g. Peterson et al. performed continuous separation of red blood cells from plasma by utilizing a semi-standing wave. Whole blood entered a chamber in which the red blood cells were forced to one side where sedimentation took place. The sedimented red blood cells exited through an outlet in the bottom of the chamber while the clarified plasma exited through an outlet close to the top.

Sedimentation methods depend on gravity in order to work and are relatively slow. To avoid these limitations, continuous laminar flow separators with flow splitters can be used. A separator with an h-shaped separation channel, where particles were moved to pressure nodal planes parallel to the direction of flow, was presented by Benes et al. [205, 206]. The rectangular flow channel was expanded in one direction and the flow profile was then divided by a flow splitter. By balancing the outlet flow rates a stream of particle free medium could be extracted at the outlet corresponding to the expanded part of the channel since the particles followed the pressure nodal planes through the wide part of the channel and exited through the opposing outlet. Continuous flow acoustic particle separation devices utilizing flow splitters in combination with laminar flows are very common and have thus been described by a large number of researchers [183, 184, 207-213]. Most commonly, the axial PRF moves the particles into one or more bands in the direction of the flow as the suspension flows through a resonance cavity. Flow splitters located in the end of the cavity divide the flow into a number of outlet channels and by balancing of the flow rates the particle bands can be directed to specific outlets while the particle free medium exits through the complementary outlets. This type of devices are not only capable of separating suspended particles from their medium, they can also separate particles from each other based on size, density, compressibility or a combination of these parameters, as stated by the equation describing the axial PRF (equation 4.10) [183, 184, 211, 213]. Larger particles will for example be more affected by the axial PRF compared to smaller ones and subsequently move faster to a nodal or an anti-nodal plane. Thus, by the use of flow splitters and balanced outlet flow rates it is possible to separate large particles from small ones. Likewise, it is possible to separate particles of the same size if they differ in compressibility and/or density since this affects the $\phi$-factor. This mode of operation represents an attractive way of implementing acoustic continuous flow separators but the systems must have a relatively thin fluid layer in order to maintain strictly laminar flow characteristics, a fact that limits the throughput.

In another approach to acoustic particle separation, by Feke et al., a flow chamber filled with a porous medium was utilized [214-216]. Unconsolidated beads formed from glass spheres, aluminium meshes or polymeric foam was used as a porous stationary phase. As the suspended particles passed through the porous medium, secondary forces were believed to have caused the particles to stick to its surface. The particles were trapped for as long as the ultrasound was turned on. When the ultrasound was switched off, the particles were released and washed away. The fact that the porous medium eventually got saturated limited the separation performance.
The same type of device was also used to separate oil droplets from aqueous emulsions [217].

A device capable of separating two particle types based on their speed of response to an acoustic standing wave field was proposed by Mandralis et al. [182, 218]. The speed of response is mainly determined by the magnitude of the axial PRF and the drag force. A combination of frequency and flow direction switching was utilized. Particles that responded quickly to the acoustic field moved faster towards the pressure node in the high flow rate zone in the middle of a flow channel actuated at its fundamental resonance frequency, compared to particles that responded slowly. Thus, the particles that responded quickly generally moved a longer distance along the direction of flow. After a while the actuation frequency was switched over to the second harmonic and two pressure nodes were formed instead of one, thereby moving the quick response particles away from the high flow rate zone of the channel as the direction of flow was reversed. Using this principle, batch or continuous separation could be realized.

Particle traps utilizing acoustic standing waves are often used to increase the local concentration of particles or to catch particles from a continuous flow, e.g. in order to detect them [219-223]. For example, Hawkes et al. captured spores on an antibody coated surface by forming a pressure node close to it [223].

### 6.3.2 Microscale devices

The microscale domain is ideal for acoustic particle manipulation. The laminar flow characteristics are favourable, making flow splitter based fractionation systems efficient in continuous flow devices. Small structures can be fabricated with high precision using microfabrication techniques, thus offering reduced resonator dimensions and consequently higher resonance frequencies that lead to a stronger axial PRF, capable of moving smaller particles. On the other hand, as the particles become smaller, the axial PRF decreases rapidly. The particle sizes that are likely to be manipulated in microscale devices range from a few tenths of micrometers to tens of micrometers. In this case, the upper size limit is set by practical aspects such as sedimentation and channel blocking. Typical channel dimensions in the standing wave direction in acoustic particle manipulation devices range from a millimetre to a few tens of micrometers, which approximately correspond to operating frequencies between 100 kHz and 10 MHz. Microscale devices generally operate in the MHz regime. A further benefit of the miniaturization of acoustic particle manipulation devices is that they can be integrated with other microdevices, forming complete lab-on-a-chip systems for handling and analysis of microparticles.

A device on the borderline between macroscale and microscale was presented by Hawkes et al. [208]. The device was constructed from metal plates that were processed by wire electro discharge machining followed by fine polishing. The separator was realized both as a two and a three outlet continuous separator with a single band of particles. Hawkes et al. also suggested a miniaturized device capable of washing cells or mixing media depending on the magnitude of the acoustic power applied [224]. Harris et al. combined anisotropically wet etched silicon and isotropically etched glass
to fabricate a true microscale separation device [212, 225, 226]. It comprised a single inlet etched through the silicon wafer, a piezoceramic transducer, a flow-through cavity etched in the glass wafer and two outlets also etched through the silicon wafer. The bottom of the glass cavity was flat enough to serve as an acoustic reflector and thereby a half wavelength standing wave could be formed between this surface and the surface of the silicon wafer. Separation was achieved by balancing the outlet flow rates such that the particle band exited through one outlet and a particle free fraction through the other. Kapishnikov et al. presented a microfluidic acoustic separator with embedded opposing transducers for the generation of the standing wave [186]. The device was realized using soft lithography technology.

Several microscale particle trapping devices have also been presented [16, 108, 227-230]. Lilliehorn et al. realized a trapping device with several individual transducers mounted on a printed circuit board [227, 228, 231]. The channel structures were fabricated using SU-8 and a glass sheet formed the reflector layer. Each transducer generated a pressure node in the centre of the flow channel that could be used to trap and enrich particles and cells from a continuous flow. The trapping array was used to hold particles in positions accessible for different fluids via multiple inlets connected to the main channel. Neild et al. combined acoustic particle manipulation with a microgripper [180, 230]. Particles were first positioned in rows at well defined positions and were subsequently retrieved by the microgripper.

It is also possible to combine acoustic forces with other forces in microscale systems. A device utilizing both dielectrophoretic and acoustic forces was presented by Wiklund et al. in an effort to combine high throughput with precision handling of individual particles [232]. The ultrasound was coupled into a microchannel via a refractive element.

The contributions to microscale acoustic particle manipulation by the author and other members of the nanobiotechnology and lab-on-a-chip group at the Department of Electrical Measurements at the Lund Institute of Technology are discussed in chapter 7 of this thesis.

### 6.4 Viability of bioparticles

A commonly raised question, with regards to acoustic manipulation of biological particles, concerns the potential decrease in viability that could be caused. The reason for this is probably the fact that ultrasound is often used for cell disruption. On the other hand, it is used a great deal more in medical diagnostic applications, where it is believed to be harmless [233, 234]. There are two main differences between these applications, the frequency and the power of the ultrasound. To disrupt cells frequencies typically range from ∼20 kHz up to a couple of hundred kHz even though higher frequencies can be used [235]. In contrast, diagnostic ultrasound frequencies generally range between one and ten MHz [234]. This difference is important since cell disruption is based primarily on cavitation, i.e. formation and implosion of bubbles due to strong mechanical forces exerted on the medium particles. The bubbles are formed when the molecules of the medium are ripped apart, creating void
bubbles. When these bubbles implode they generate shock waves, extreme local temperatures and free radicals. However, the power of the ultrasound needed to cause cavitation above \(\sim 100 \text{ kHz}\) is substantial and increases very rapidly with increasing frequency [70, 236]. Consequently, ultrasonic waves in the MHz regime can generally not be expected to cause cavitation and should therefore not have a significant negative effect on the viability of biological particles provided that the devices are operated correctly and the power is reasonably low [199]. The power limitations are also important in order to avoid excessive heating. In addition to power, the viability is also affected by exposure time and mechanical properties of the cells determined e.g. by age [237]. In most flow through acoustic particle manipulation devices the exposure time is very short, typically less than a second.

The biological effects of acoustic particle manipulation have been investigated in detail by several researchers. In particular, the viability of red blood cells has been studied since many devices target separation of blood cells [238-242]. No significant damage to the cells was reported at frequencies between 0.5 and 3.5 MHz with the exception of cases where excessive power caused cavitation at frequencies below 1 MHz. The viability of several other cell types has also been investigated at frequencies as low as 200 kHz [196, 231, 243-246]. Again it was found that no significant damage could be detected. Finally, it should be noted that the pressure nodal plane of a standing wave, where most biological particles end up, is a very advantageous place to be when it comes to viability since the pressure amplitude is at its minimum there, i.e. the mechanical stress on the particles is minimal.
7 The Lund acoustic particle manipulation toolbox

The Lund acoustic particle manipulation toolbox offers a number of microfluidic methods that can be used independently or in combination to solve various suspended particle handling tasks. They can also be integrated with other microdevices to form complete lab-on-a-chip systems. This is the first doctoral thesis on acoustic particle manipulation presented by the nanobiotechnology and lab-on-a-chip group at the Department of Electrical Measurements at the Lund Institute of Technology. Hopefully, this work will be continued with the addition of new methods and modifications of the ones presented here.

The basic acoustic particle separation method, with its applications in blood handling, is described in the first part of this chapter [177, 178, 242, 247-252]. When presented, this method was a breakthrough in the sense that it combined acoustic particle manipulation with microfluidics and offered a new and simple way of actuation in combination with visual access to the actual separation process. Soon it was realized that the basic method could be further developed to do a great deal more than just separate particles from parts of their suspending medium or separate two particle types from each other. The resulting additional methods include medium exchange, binary particle switching, frequency switching separation and free flow acoustophoresis (FFA) [252-259].

The author's contributions to the toolbox are the particle separation (7.1), medium exchange (7.2) and free flow acoustophoresis (7.5) methods. In addition, he acted as advisor for the medium exchange through side-washing (7.2.1), binary particle switching (7.3) and particle separation through frequency switching (7.4) methods.

7.1 Particle separation

The Lund method for acoustic separation of suspended particles from their medium is based on a laminar flow microchannel that is ultrasonically actuated from below, using a piezoelectric ceramic (figure 6.2) [177, 178]. The width of the channel is chosen such that a half wavelength standing wave is formed between the side walls. As suspended particles with a positive $\phi$-factor flow through the channel, they are moved towards the pressure nodal plane along the centre of the channel by means of the axial PRF. Correspondingly, negative $\phi$-factor are moved towards the anti-nodal planes close to the side walls (figure 7.1) [247]. Since the end of the separation channel is split into three outlet channels the positive $\phi$-factor particles exit through the centre outlet while the negative $\phi$-factor particles exit through the side outlets (figure 7.2). The separation efficiency of positive and negative $\phi$-factor particles is defined as the fraction of the intended particle type exiting through the centre and side outlets, respectively.
Figure 7.1: Illustrated cross-section (along the dashed line in figure 7.3) of a separation channel showing negative $\phi$-factor particles (yellow) gathered in the pressure anti-nodal planes by the side walls and positive $\phi$-factor particles (blue) gathered in the pressure nodal plane in the middle of the channel.

Figure 7.2: Illustration of the separation of positive $\phi$-factor particles (black) and negative $\phi$-factor particles (grey) in a chip design with three outlet channels.

Figure 7.3: Orientation of 90° (I) and 45° (II) designs on a \{100\} oriented silicon wafer. The cross-sections A-A', B-B' and C-C' are rectangular while D-D' is trapezoid. The arrow indicates the <110> direction.
Early chip designs comprised a simple cross structure etched in a {100} oriented silicon wafer such that the separation channel walls were {100} surfaces (figure 7.3 - I) [177]. Conventional anisotropic wet etching thereby provided absolutely vertical and smooth side walls in the separation channel, which was made ∼750 µm wide and ∼250 µm deep, the prior dimension corresponded to the fundamental resonance frequency, i.e. ∼1 MHz in water. However, in operation, the axial PRF was found to be too weak to efficiently move 5 µm polyamide spheres (positive $\phi$-factor) to the middle of the channel. To increase the force the frequency was doubled (∼2 MHz), i.e. the second harmonic was used. This resulted in a single wavelength standing wave (figure 7.4). At ∼2 MHz the polyamide particles gathered in the pressure nodal planes one quarter of the channel width from each side wall and subsequently exited the system through the side outlets when the flow rates in all outlets were identical. Stagnant zones were observed in the early chip designs with outlets diverging 90° from the main channel (figure 7.5). A second design, offering more harmonic fluid dynamics, comprised side outlet channels diverging 45° from the main channel direction (figures 7.3 - II and 7.5). Using this chip design ∼90% of the suspended particles were collected in 2/3 of the original medium volume (total flow rate: 0.1 ml/min, actuation frequency: ∼2 MHz, actuation voltage: ∼15 $V_{pp}$ [pp = peak-to-peak], particle concentration: 2% by volume) [177].

Figure 7.4: Microscope image (A) of 5 µm polyamide particles aligned in parallel bands in a ∼750 µm wide channel at different actuation frequencies. Left: second harmonic (∼2 MHz), middle: third harmonic (∼3 MHz), right: fourth harmonic (∼4 MHz). Illustrated channel cross-section (B).
Since the $\sim 2$ MHz axial PRF was sufficient to move 5 µm polyamide particles, a chip design with the corresponding fundamental resonance frequency was fabricated [247]. In this design, the channel width was $\sim 350$ µm (depth: $\sim 125$ µm), corresponding to half a wavelength in water at $\sim 2$ MHz. Consequently, the polyamide particles now exited through the centre outlet while most of the suspending medium exited through the side outlets, provided that the flow rates in all outlets were identical. When the voltage applied to the piezoelectric ceramic was increased, the acoustic force also increased and the particles were gathered in a narrower band. Virtually all particles could be made to exited through the centre outlet together with 1/3 of the suspending medium (total flow rate: 0.3 ml/min, actuation frequency: $\sim 2$ MHz, actuation voltage: $\sim 12$ V$_{pp}$, particle concentration: 2% by volume). The maximum applicable voltage was limited by heating of the chip due to attenuation and in rare cases by trapping of particles in the flow channel, the latter most likely an effect of e.g. resonances along the length of the channel, non-uniform amplitude distribution of the source (near field) or influence of the boundaries. If the flow rate was increased the particle band became wider since the particles resided in the standing wave field for a shorter period of time and consequently fewer particles reached the centre of the channel before exiting [247]. A higher concentration of suspended particles also had a negative effect on the separation efficiency since more particles demand more energy in order to be separated and because the centre outlet was overloaded [247].

Fabrication of separation chips using DRIE was also investigated. Since DRIE is crystal lattice independent it offers considerably more freedom in chip design. Unfortunately, this freedom comes at a prize; it proved exceedingly difficult to realize the smooth and parallel wall surfaces that are essential in order to achieve a good resonance in the separation channel. However, a very attractive alternative is to wet etch the separation channel and etch the rest of the system using DRIE, thereby enjoying atomic level precision in the separation channel and the freedom of design in the rest of the system.
The Lund method is a generic continuous flow separation platform offering low mechanical stress and non-contact handling of micrometer sized suspended particles. In theory, the only prerequisite is that the axial PRF is non-zero, which is the case if the $\phi$-factor is non-zero. Though, by manipulating the density of the medium the contrast factor can be altered to some extent [254, 255]. Heating of temperature sensitive samples due to attenuation in the piezoelectric ceramic actuator and in the bulk material of the resonator can be reduced by cooling the chip, e.g. with a Peltier element.

### 7.1.1 Lipid particle removal from blood

One of the first applications of the Lund method targeted blood washing in open heart surgery [242, 247-251]. In general, blood shed in the chest cavity during surgery, e.g. coronary bypass, is collected and returned to the patient via a filter, i.e. autotransfused. This blood is commonly contaminated by triglycerides from adipose tissue undergoing surgery. However, when autotransfusion is performed, millions of small fat particles are returned to the patient’s circulatory system, resulting in microembolization of the capillary networks of the bodily organs and subsequent local ischemic tissue damage [260-262]. This is most obvious with regards to the brain since the result is noticeable to the patient and people around him or her [263-270]. Elevated levels of cognitive dysfunction have been linked to lipid microembolisation [271-273]. Unfortunately, the techniques currently available, i.e. filtration and centrifugation, are inadequate when it comes to removing fat particles satisfactorily [274, 275]. However, autotransfusion is clearly preferred, in spite of the risk of microembolization, since returning the patient’s own blood reduces the strain on the blood banks and results in a shorter convalescence [276-278]. In addition, it eliminates transfusion transmitted disease, immunologic reactions and the risk of blood group incompatibility [279]. When the blood loss is extensive, blood wash devices based on centrifuges are often used [280, 281]. These are, however, burdened with a number of additional drawbacks. They can generally only handle large volumes of blood, expose the blood cells to harmful mechanical stress (high g-levels) and are often non continuous [282].

Fortunately, lipid particles display a negative $\phi$-factor while it is positive for red blood cells (erythrocytes). This means that, while passing through a $\sim 350 \mu m$ wide separation channel actuated at $\sim 2 MHz$, lipid particles will move towards the side walls and exit the system via the side outlets while erythrocytes move to the centre of the channel and exit through the centre outlet (figure 7.6). The fraction of the suspending medium that exits the system together with the lipid particles will be determined by the flow rates set for the different outlets.
In a study on lipid microemboli separation, a sonicated emulsion of tritium labeled trioleine in saline solution (9 mg/ml) was used to evaluate the lipid particle separation efficiency (lipid particle size: ≥ 0.3 µm). The measurements were performed by detecting the radioactivity of the waste (side outlets) and enrichment (centre outlet) fractions. It was shown that about 85% of the lipid particles were removed more or less independently of the concentration of erythrocytes, while the erythrocyte recovery decreased at elevated red blood cell concentration levels (total flow rate: 0.3 ml/min, actuation frequency: ~2 MHz, actuation voltage: ~10 V_{pp}, erythrocyte concentration: 2.5-10.0% by volume, lipid concentration: 1% by volume) [247]. The concept of increasing the throughput by using several parallel channels was later demonstrated (figure 7.7) [242, 283]. The mean separation efficiency, for both erythrocytes and lipid particles, was found to be roughly 80 % in the investigated concentration range (particle concentrations: 5-30 % erythrocytes and 0.5-2.0 % lipid particles by volume,
eight parallel channels, centre outlet flow rate: 0.5 ml/min, total side outlet flow rate: 0.5 ml/min, actuation frequency: \( \sim 2 \) MHz, actuation voltage: 18-28 Vpp) [242]. A parameter to account for regarding the erythrocyte separation efficiency was overloading of the centre outlets at elevated red blood cell concentration levels. The first step in improving the characteristics comprises balancing of the waste and enrichment flow rates. The implementation of serially linked separation steps can further improve the situation [283]. Figure 7.8 shows the basic design of a chip for serial processing in three steps.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 7.8:** Three step serial separation chip, e.g. for processing of highly concentrated samples with minimal loss of particles.

In addition to separating lipid particles from erythrocytes, the separation method has a clear potential in handling other blood component therapy and analysis tasks, e.g. to produce clinically clean plasma [249, 284, 285]. It has been shown that the concentration of red blood cells can be reduced from \( \sim 40\% \) to \(<1\%\) in a four step separation process with eight parallel separation channels (total flow rate: 0.6 ml/min) [249].

### 7.1.2 Increasing throughput

A generally raised concern regarding particle separation performed in the microchip format is the limited throughput. This is something that is inherently linked to the microscale environment in which the processes occur. On the other hand, microscale is generally also a prerequisite to be able to capitalize on the favourable scaling laws that offer beneficial physical properties, e.g. laminar flow. In regards to acoustic standing wave based particle separation, the scaling laws favour downscaling since it becomes possible to employ a strong axial PRF in a controlled fashion. As the width of the separation channel is reduced the fundamental resonance frequency is raised, which increases the magnitude of the PRF. Thus, the microscale benefits are evident and fundamental to the separation performance. However, when designing systems for analytical purposes, low throughput is generally not a problem. On the other hand, a major part of the anticipated applications are seen in fields where high throughput is desired, e.g. as in the cases of blood washing during surgery and in post surgery blood
salvage. Obvious applications can also be seen in blood banking, where blood component fractionation is a major task with throughput requirements of litres per hour or higher [140]. An approach to meet these demands, which yet comply with the basic ideas of miniaturisation, is to implement a design that holds identical parallel channels connected in e.g. a bifurcation structure. Figure 7.9 shows the layout of an eight channel separation chip.

A clear benefit of the Lund method is the fact that the volumetric throughput can be improved by increasing the number of parallel channels using the same piezoelectric actuator. Whereas the original single channel separator typically offers throughputs in the order of 0.1 ml/min the eight-channel separator offers flow rates in the order of 1 ml/min [242, 249, 283].

![Figure 7.9: Picture of several separation structures with eight parallel channels. Scanning electron micrographs showing details of the channel outlets (left) and inlet (right). The row of black diamond shaped structures is the waste outlets (left insert) that are connected to a common waste outlet on the back side of the chip. The single outlet at the far left is the enrichment outlet.](image)

### 7.2 Medium exchange

Laminar flow microchannels offer the possibility to laminate different liquid media in a streaming system. This, in combination with acoustic particle manipulation, can be utilized to move particles from one suspending medium to another by means of the axial PRF [224, 252, 253]. A particle suspension enters a rectangular cross-section microchannel, similar to the one used to separate lipid particles from erythrocytes, through two side inlets (figures 7.10 – 7.12) [253]. As a second, particle free, medium enters through a single centre inlet it is laminated between the side inlet streams. If the particles have a positive $\phi$-factor they will move from their original medium into the medium originating from the centre inlet when a half wavelength standing wave is applied and subsequently exit through the centre outlet. The original medium exits via the two side outlets. Analogously, in cases where the particles have a negative $\phi$-factor, they are instead supplied via the centre inlet and are subsequently switched over to a second medium entering through the side inlets.
Figure 7.10: Schematic illustration of the medium exchange principle. When the ultrasound is turned off the particles enter through the side inlets and exit through the side outlets together with the contaminated medium. If the ultrasound is turned on the particles are switched over to the clean medium and exit through the centre outlet.

Figure 7.11: Front view of a medium exchange chip.

Figure 7.12: Back view of a medium exchange chip with a piezoelectric ceramic actuator attached.
When two media are laminated some mixing will always occur due to diffusion. In the case of continuous particle washing, diffusional mixing may induce undesired cross-contamination between the laminated streams. However, this problem can be eliminated by balancing the exit flow rates such that the part of the particle free medium closest to the contaminated medium is directed to the side outlets. When accounting for mixing effects, Rayleigh mixing should be considered since it can be important at very low flow rates. However, during separation of micrometer sized particles and at the flow rates commonly used, Rayleigh mixing is usually not a problem.

The medium exchange method was first demonstrated by moving 5 µm polyamide particles from a medium spiked with Evans blue to a clean medium. It was shown that ~95% of the contaminant could be removed (flow rate: 0.1 ml/min through the side inlets and centre outlet, 0.17 ml/min through the centre inlet and side outlets; actuation frequency: ~2 MHz; actuation voltage: ~10 Vpp; particle concentration: 1.5% by volume; contaminant concentration: 360 µg/ml) [253]. Similar medium exchange efficiencies were obtained when erythrocytes were translated from whole blood, spiked with Evans blue, to clean blood plasma. It should be noted that the medium exchange efficiency was found to decrease with increasing particle concentration. The sources of this contamination are assumed to be the hydrodynamic drag from each particle transiting the media boundary and contaminants weakly adsorbed on the surface of the particles.

The described medium exchange method can be used to extend the applicability of the blood wash method to include post surgery blood recycling, i.e. when the patient is bleeding after surgery and the shed blood is collected via a drain tube placed in the chest cavity. In this case the blood plasma can be heavily contaminated by drugs, immunologically active substances and coagulation factors that should not be returned to the patient [276, 286-289]. To avoid this, the erythrocytes can be moved from the contaminated plasma to clean plasma or saline solution for safe reinfusion.

7.2.1 Medium exchange through side-washing

A complementary medium exchange method, termed side-washing, was also developed [258, 290]. The advantage of this method, compared to the standard method, is that it is less sensitive to differences in the properties of the two media. When using the original method, particles were sometimes observed to have difficulties in passing the boundary layer between the two media. In both methods the particles are focused in the middle of the flow channel by the axial PRF but in side-washing they are not moved from one medium to another. Instead, the new medium is stepwise added from consecutive inlets along one side wall of the channel while the old medium is removed from outlets along the opposing side wall (figure 7.13). Due to the laminar properties of the system a step-wise side shifting of the old medium occurs. The purpose of the acoustic force is to prevent the particles from leaving the system together with the contaminated medium. Chip designs with up to eight side shifts were investigated. About 97% of the contaminant could be removed while recovering ~80% of the particles entering the system (total flow rate: 0.1 ml/min, side
shift flow rate: 20-30 µl/min per junction). The lost particles exited through the outlets along the side wall. The medium exchange efficiency can be increased even further if the particle recovery efficiency is less important, e.g. >99% of the contaminant can be removed if it is acceptable to lose 70-85% of the particles.

**Figure 7.13:** Schematic illustration of the side-washing medium exchange principle. A clean medium is added through inlets on one side while the contaminated medium is removed through outlets along the other. Meanwhile, the particles are held in place by the axial PRF.

### 7.3 Binary particle switching

The combination of the axial PRF and laminar flow microchannels can also be used to realize valve-less particle switches for controlled distribution of particles in microfluidic networks [256]. Today, this is most commonly done through dielectrophoretic methods [135]. However, it is possible to utilize the described medium exchange chips in binary switching networks. Unfortunately, the design does not allow this to be done in one plane since the centre outlet must be connected to one of the succeeding inlets via an out-of-plane U-link. The design can, however, easily be modified to allow in-plane switching networks. This is done by using only two inlets and two outlet channels (figure 7.14). Several of these switches can then be interconnected in order to solve particle distribution tasks. A four outlet chip design is described in figure 7.15 and the four binary settings of the chip in operation are shown. In this configuration transducer C1 was operated at ∼1.9 MHz (∼380 µm wide channel) and transducer C2 at ∼1.6 MHz (∼420 µm wide channel).
Figure 7.14: Binary switching principle. Suspended particles enter through inlet 2 and a particle free medium enters through inlet 1. By switching the transducer on and off it can be decided whether the particles are to exit through outlet 1 or 2.

Figure 7.15: Left: One possible design of a four outlet wet etched binary switching tree. Suspended particles enter through inlet 1 while a particle free medium enters through inlets 2, 3 and 4. By turning the piezoelectric transducers, C1 and C2, on and off, in a binary code sequence, the particles can be directed to one of the four outlets, A-D. Right: Microscope images of the four possible settings (5 µm polyamide particles). The field of vision corresponds to the grey square in the figure to the left.

For binary particle switching trees to reach their full potential some aspects must be considered. First of all, it is essential to be able to operate one switch independently of the others. This can be done, as above, by driving the piezoelectric ceramic actuators at non interfering frequencies or by isolating them acoustically from each other. The latter can be done either by mounting several switching chips in a rig with interconnecting tubing or by attenuating the acoustic coupling between the actuators in the switching network. Secondly, the parabolic flow profile causes problems when the sample particles flow through the switching trees since those travelling close to the
top and bottom of the channel will travel slower than the ones in the centre. This can be addressed by applying a second standing wave, between the top and bottom of the channel, in order to keep the particles closely together in that dimension. However, lagging particles will not be a problem if the sample volumes injected are small compared to the total volumetric flow rate and the number of consecutive switches is low. The binary switching method inherently opens up the possibility of realizing automated on-chip rare event sorting, which has been proven to work in principle [291]. By defining an optical inspection point, single particles with a characteristic optical property, e.g. a fluorescent label, can be selected from a dilute stream of particles by activating the switch. This mode of operation has clear implications in cell sorting applications. When adapting the acoustic switching method to the selection and counting of cells, identified by fluorescently labelled cell specific antibodies, an on-chip fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) system can be realized. It may even be possible to develop on-chip multiplex FACS-systems that provide higher degrees of differentiation than current FACS-systems [292]. Figure 7.16 (left) shows the principal operation of an optically triggered particle selection based on the acoustic switching principle. Figure 7.16 (right) indicates the power of the chip integrated format in the sense that high levels of particle differentiation can be realized. A frequent argument with respect to chip based microfluidic FACS-systems is that the throughput is commonly orders of magnitude lower than what can be accomplished with conventional FACS-systems. The acoustic approach, however, displays relatively rapid switching of particles, typical transit times to the centre of the channel is in the order of 10-20 ms. The fact that the concept is prone to massive parallelization also opens up the possibility of increasing throughput at least one order of magnitude.

**Figure 7.16:** Principle design of rare event particle sorting based on acoustic switching (left). Schematic layout of an eight outlet acoustic switching system in three levels for rare event sorting (right).
7.4 Particle separation through frequency switching

By alternating between different channel resonance frequencies, matching the $n \cdot \lambda/2$ criteria, particles can be separated [257]. This is believed to be possible since the magnitude of the axial PRF differs between dissimilar particle types and particle positions in the standing wave. In the simplest case large and dense particles (positive $\phi$-factor) are mixed with small and light (positive $\phi$-factor) and enter the separation chip in figure 7.11 through the side inlets while a particle free medium enters through the centre inlet. At time $T_1$ (figure 7.17) a single wavelength standing wave (second harmonic, $\sim 4$ MHz) is applied and thus the particles move towards the pressure nodal planes one quarter of the channel width from each side wall. The large and dense particles move faster because they are affected by a stronger axial PRF. When switching over to the fundamental resonance frequency (half wavelength, $\sim 2$ MHz) the particles will start to migrate towards the pressure nodal plane in the centre of the channel instead ($T_2$). If the frequency is switched back at the right moment the larger particles will be located close to the centre of the channel, where the axial PRF is at its minimum ($T_3$). On the other hand, the smaller particles will have moved a shorter distance towards the centre and are still close to the pressure nodes of the second harmonic. After switching again ($T_4$) the larger particles will be close to the centre while the smaller ones will be at approximately the same position as at $T_2$. If the switching continues the larger particles will end up in the middle of the channel and the smaller ones one quarter of the channel width from each side wall (figure 7.18 and 7.19). Using this method, it was demonstrated that, when separating 3 μm polystyrene (1.05 g/cm$^3$) and 8 μm polymethylmethacrylate (1.22 g/cm$^3$) particles, at least 80% of the particles could be collected in the intended outlets. The fundamental resonance and the second harmonic were typically active for 800 and 200 μs respectively and the total flow rate was 90 μl/min.

![Diagram showing frequency switching separation principle](image)

**Figure 7.17:** Frequency switching separation principle. $T_0$ is the situation before the frequency switching starts. At $T_i$ and $T_f$, the frequency corresponds to the second harmonic of the channel (two pressure nodes). At $T_2$ and $T_4$, it corresponds to the fundamental resonance (one pressure node). When exiting the system the particles will have reached relatively stable positions ($T_{later}$).
7.5 Free Flow Acoustophoresis (FFA)

Particle suspensions often contain several types of suspended particles. In order to separate these simultaneously or separate one from the others a method termed free flow acoustophoresis (FFA) was developed [254, 255, 259, 293]. The basic concept is to create a gradient of particles, based on their acoustic properties, which can be fractionated in several parallel outlets to achieve fractions dominated by one particle type. The process starts when suspended particles enter a separation channel through two side inlets (figure 7.20). Simultaneously, a particle free medium enters through a centre inlet and the three streams are laminated. As the particles reach the part of the channel that is acoustically actuated at its fundamental frequency they start to move.
towards the centre of the channel. Particles that differ in size, density, compressibility or a combination of these factors move at different rates and thereby a particle gradient is formed, provided that the magnitude of the acoustic force is correctly balanced in relation to the flow rate (figure 7.21). The gradient can then be fractionated using a number of outlets and the laminar properties of the flow (figure 7.22). One wet etched chip design with six outlet fractions is pictured in figure 7.23. If it is desirable to extract one particle type from several others a three outlet version of the chip can be utilized. The target particles would in that case exit through the second outlet while particles more or less affected by the acoustic force would exit through the first and third outlets, respectively. Many interesting design alternatives can be realized by combining a wet etched separation channel with a DRIE fabricated fluidic network. In addition to the basic FFA concept, it has been shown that the relative magnitude of the axial PRF acting on different particle types can be changed by adding a density changing substance to the medium entering through the centre inlet, thus enabling the separation of particles that under normal conditions cannot be separated from each other using acoustic methods.

**Figure 7.20:** Illustration of a particle suspension passing over the transducer where the particles are moved towards the centre of the separation channel at rates determined by their size, density and compressibility. Because of the laminar flow almost no mixing takes place.

**Figure 7.21:** Illustration of the cross-section of the separation channel directly after the transducer. The particles that are most affected by the axial PRF have reached the stable position in the centre of the channel while the others are located somewhere between the walls and the centre.
When three sizes of polystyrene spheres (3, 7 and 10 µm) were separated into three outlet fractions almost all 10 µm particles, 96%, exited through the centre outlet while 67% of the 7 µm and 81% of the 3 µm particles exited through the second and third outlets, respectively [254]. During the experiment all outlet flow rates were set to 0.13 ml/min and the sample suspension flow rate was 0.04 ml/min. Four particle sizes were also separated with similar results. Furthermore, medium density manipulation was successfully used to separate 3 µm polystyrene and polymethylmethacrylate spheres.

Blood is a complex substance that contains three types of blood cells suspended in blood plasma; red blood cells (erythrocytes, diameter: 7 µm, concentration: 4.2-6.2·10¹²/L), white blood cells (leukocytes, diameter: 5-20 µm depending on type, concentration: 4.5-11.0·10⁹/L) and platelets (thrombocytes, diameter: 2-4 µm, concentration: 1.5-4.5·10¹¹/L) [140, 279]. White blood cells are subdivided into three groups; granulocytes, monocytes and lymphocytes. By combining FFA with medium density manipulation it was shown that it was possible to separate red blood cells and platelets with very good separation results, 92% and 99% of the red blood cells and the platelets, respectively, ended up in separate fractions (total outlet flow rate: 0.20 ml/min, sample suspension flow rate: 0.02 ml/min) [254]. It was also shown that it is likely that continuous and simultaneous separation of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets is possible, even though a closer study has to be made in order to find the optimum chip design and separation parameters [254].

![Figure 7.22: Illustration of the fractionation of the separated particles at the end of the separation channel, in this case through five consecutive outlets. Since the separation is symmetrical along the centre of the channel, eight of the fractionation outlet channels are pair-wise connected.](image)
Figure 7.23: Photograph showing the basic device design, which consists of a silicon chip with wet-etched channel structures. The channels have been sealed with an anodically bonded glass sheet and the inlets and outlets have silicon tubing connections on the back side of the chip.

To avoid confusion, it should be noted that the term “acoustophoresis” also is used in another context, i.e. when referring to the measurement of the electrical fields induced by ultrasonic waves in electrolytes [294]. The first person to use the term in the context of acoustic particle manipulation was probably Heyman [295]. Since then the term has been used inconsistently in a number of patents and conference abstracts but no journal articles seem to be available. Its use in the definition of FFA should not be regarded as related to any of the previously published definitions of the term.

7.6 Related tools

In addition to the methods described in this thesis there is one more acoustic particle manipulation method, developed by Evander et al. of the nanobiotechnology and lab-on-a-chip group in Lund, which has a potentially important role to play in the particle manipulation toolbox, i.e. an acoustic particle trap [228, 231]. The basic principle is simple, suspended particles move into a cavity in which the bottom surface is a piezoceramic actuator. As the particles enter they are first focused by the axial PRF and then trapped by the transverse PRF in a half wavelength standing wave normal to the surface of the actuator [99]. Once the particles have been trapped the active inlets and/or outlets can be switched e.g. to flush the particles with different reagents or to let them out through a specific outlet. Unfortunately, the current design of this device does not allow on-chip integration but it should be possible to realize such a design. A microfluidic mixing device based on Rayleigh mixing and non-acoustic devices, e.g. microfluidic reactors and dispensers, have also been developed within the group and can be used in combination with the toolbox methods [114, 296, 297].
8. Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis shows that it is possible to use standard microfabrication methods to realize microfluidic devices for acoustic particle manipulation. These are capable of separating different types of suspended micrometer sized particles, biological or non-biological, from each other and/or from their suspending medium. Since standard microfabrication processes and external detachable ultrasonic transducers are used, the microdevices can easily be integrated with others, e.g. to form complete lab-on-a-chip systems. In addition, the throughput can be increased beyond the analytical scale through parallelization in applications where that is required. The concept of medium manipulation was also demonstrated in order to make acoustic particle manipulation possible in situations where it would normally be difficult or impossible.

It was found that the Lund method device design performed well and that it was advantageous in several aspects. First of all, the simple design and the use of microfabrication processes offered the possibility to batch-fabricate several identical devices. This means that production times can be kept short and costs kept relatively low. Depending on the specific design it is doable for one person to manually produce up to about a hundred units in one day and thousands could be produced during the same period of time in an automated industrial scale production line. Secondly, full optical access to the fluidic network offers e.g. supervision of the process and the possibility of event controlled selection. Thirdly, the Lund method offers simultaneous actuation of several parallel channels, either connected for high throughput operation or to enable parallel processing of multiple samples. Fourthly, since the transducer is detachable it can be reused indefinitely. This is an important feature in order to keep costs down in applications where the parts that come in contact with the sample get contaminated and need to be disposable. Fifthly, the behaviour of the devices proved stable. Several different device designs and several devices of each design were used in the evaluation process and very few of these showed an atypical behaviour. Lastly, the fact that the same basic principles already have been used to solve a number of particle handling tasks implies that it is a versatile approach with a great potential to be further developed. Thus, more methods are likely to be added to the Lund acoustic particle manipulation toolbox as the work continues.

The developed devices were used in several blood cell handling applications. First of all, contaminating lipid particles were removed from red blood cells. The use of such a procedure during cardiac surgery could save thousands of people annually from brain damage caused by lipid microembolization and reduce strain on the blood banks. Secondly, it was shown that it is possible to extend the use of the blood recycling method to include post surgery applications by using the medium exchange method to wash away contaminants from the blood cells. These findings open a route to blood recycling in situations where blood is lost today. Thirdly, blood cell free plasma, which can be used in therapeutic applications, was produced in a serial purification process. Fourthly, red blood cells and platelets were separated from each other using a combination of the FFA method and medium manipulation. Lastly, it was shown that
it is likely that parallel and continuous separation of platelets, red blood cells and white blood cells can be performed. Provided that the selectivity and throughput of the FFA process can be increased it could potentially reform the way blood components are separated.
9. Outlook

This is only the beginning! It is not unlikely that acoustic particle manipulation methods will be used routinely in laboratories and/or in the industry within decades. The impressing window of operation with regards to separation parameters, the continuous mode of operation and the adaptability to various applications is almost too good to be true. The device development, in microscale and in macroscale, is by no means finished but it has come far enough to make it likely that the remaining difficulties will be worked out. There are already a few devices commercially available and others will probably reach the market within the next few years.

When it comes to the work presented in this thesis some challenges remain. Most importantly, a dedicated effort should be made to explain the nature of the resonance that is exploited in the Lund method. Even though the devices obviously work very well, a better understanding of the underlying phenomena would give valuable input in the process of optimizing the method. In this context it would e.g. be appropriate to look at the design aspects in the direction normal to the transducer surface, the propagation of the sound waves within the devices and the potential importance of the crystal structure of the bulk material. Further optimization might even make it possible to use cheaper fabrication materials in e.g. disposable applications.

The microfabrication of the devices can be taken one step further by combining wet etched resonance channels with dry etched fluidic networks. This would make new design alternatives available and offer more area conservative design possibilities, which would be beneficial in e.g. lab-on-a-chip systems and high throughput devices.

To be able to quickly integrate the methods of the toolbox, e.g. when developing lab-on-a-chip systems or in temporary set-ups, it would be desirable to have a microfluidic motherboard available. Using a standard interface the individual devices could be plugged in and out to form systems for various complex particle handling tasks. The motherboard would hold the ultrasonic transducers and the fluidic connections and act as a stable rig for the transducer-chip units.

Three major efforts that are being made to extend the applicability of the Lund acoustic particle manipulation toolbox can be disclosed at the moment. Firstly, dispersion caused by the parabolic flow profile in the FFA chips is being reduced through 2D-focusing of the sample particles before they enter the separation channel. This allows for particles that follow close-lying trajectories to be separated and may e.g. offer the possibility to separate different types of leucocytes. Secondly, the acoustic FACS method is moving from the proof of principle stage into the optimization stage. The continued work will focus on applications where acoustic FACS systems can be anticipated to offer advantages compared to conventional FACS systems. Integration with acoustic particle traps in an effort to increase the concentration of rare events will also be investigated. Thirdly, a new separation principle based on the medium exchange method is being developed. The concept, termed Xtract, is in principle capable of extracting specific nucleic acids, proteins or other biomolecules from complex particles suspensions (figure 9.1). The separation
relies on commercially available beads with ligands of a specific affinity attached to the surfaces. The ligands are typically antibodies, proteins, antigens, DNA/RNA probes or any other suitable molecules that bind the target molecules to the beads. After the attachment step the beads are moved from their suspending medium, which may contain other molecules, to a second medium. In the next step the molecules are detached from the beads. Finally, the beads are moved from the second medium to a third medium. The result is in one fraction with no target molecules, one fraction containing only the target molecules and one fraction containing the beads, ready to be used again. Even though Xtract is in its infancy, initial experiments have shown promising results. Nevertheless, provided that the method works as anticipated, it offers a way to realize indirect acoustic separation of molecular sized particles.

![Figure 9.1: Illustration of the four major steps of the Xtract method. 1: Beads with ligands of a specific affinity bind the target molecules. 2: The beads are separated from other molecular particles through medium exchange. The acoustic force experienced by the molecular particles is negligible compared to that experienced by the beads. 3: The target molecules are detached from the beads. 4: The beads are separated from the target molecules through medium exchange. After this step the target molecules have been isolated and the beads are ready to be used again.](image)

Last but definitely not least, collaboration projects with researchers in medicine, biomedicine, chemistry, biology and other disciplines should be continued and intensified in order to find more particle handling applications and develop acoustic particle manipulation methods for dealing with them. In this work it would be practical to have standardized criteria for comparison of different particle manipulation methods since it would assist in the identification of the areas of application where acoustic methods offer the greatest additional benefits compared to conventional methods. Though, the main challenge is to make people aware of the fact that powerful acoustic particle manipulation methods exist. I have not yet met a scientist working with cells or other particles that has not reacted with both surprise and genuine excitement on hearing about the methods presented in this thesis.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning


Akustisk partikelhantering bygger på en kombination av laminära flöden (flöden utan turbulens) och stående vågor (väggenomen som resulterar i pulserande tryckfält). Mikropartiklar som befinner sig i en stående våg påverkas av akustiska krafter som flyttar dem mot antingen de delar av den stående vågen där tryckvariationerna är som störst eller de där de är som minst. Mot vilken av dessa positioner en viss partikeltyp flyttas och med vilken hastighet det sker avgörs av partiklarnas storlek, densitet och
kompressibilitet, det senare är ett mått på partiklarnas komprimerbarhet. Om en
stående våg genereras i en flödeskanal kan partiklar flyttas till vissa förutsägbara
positioner i flödesprofilen under tiden som de transporteras genom kanalen. Eftersom
flödet är laminärt förblir fördelningen av partiklarna över flödesprofilen konstant även
efter att de lämnat den del av kanalen där de påverkas av de akustiska krafterna. I
nästa steg kan därför flödesprofilen delas upp med hjälp av flödesdelare på ett sådant
sätt att olika partikeltypers skjut från varandra eller från delar av det vätska de befinner
sig i. I mer avancerade system kan partiklar även flyttas från en vätska till en annan
och fler än två partikeltyper separeras samtidigt. Nägra av de huvudsakliga fördelarna
med akustisk partikelhantering är att hanteringen är beröringsfri, den mekaniska
belastningen på partiklarna är låg och att metoderna i många fall kan göras
kontinuierliga.

I det arbete som redovisas i denna avhandling kombineras mikrofabricering,
mikrofluidik och akustiska krafter för att realisera system och metoder för hantering
av mikropartiklar som är lämpade för både ”lab-on-a-chip”-applikationer och
applikationer där kapacitetskraven är större. Detta gjordes genom att en ny
konstruktionsprincip för akustiska partikelhanterings system, den så kallade
Lundametoden, utvecklades och utvärderades experimentellt. Konstruktionen består
av en kiselskiva i vilken flödeskanaler etsats och sedan tillsluts med hjälp av en
glasskiva. Flödeskanalen exciteras därefter med ultraljud genom att en
ultraljudsgenererande keram ansluts till kiselskivans baksida med hjälp av ultraljudsgel.
En av de viktigaste fördelarna med Lundametoden är att standardmetoder för
mikrofabricering används, vilket betyder att mycket hög precision kan uppnås till
relativt låga kostnader samt att systemen lätt kan integreras med andra mikrosystem.
Det faktum att konstruktionen dessutom är tämligen okomplicerad erbjuder stabila
system och enkel kapacitetsökning genom parallellisering. Vidare är systemen speciellt
lämpliga i applikationer där flödeskanalerna kontamineras eftersom den
ultraljudsgenererande keramen kan frigöras och användas igen medan resten av
systemet kasseras. En ytterligare fördel är att hela partikelhanteringsprocessen kan
övervakas visuellt genom glaset på chipens ovarsida.

De system baserade på Lundametoden som presenteras utgör en verktygslåda med
metoder som kan användas var för sig eller kombineras för att lösa komplicerade
partikelhanteringsuppgifter. Ett antal metoder för separation, sortering, tvätt och
distribution av partiklar beskrivs och appliceras. Bland annat separeras fettpartiklar,
som orsakar hjärsnader efter exempelvis bypassoperationer, och andra förorenande
substanser från roda blodkroppar. Syftet är att möjliggöra ett snabbare tillfrisknande
för patienterna samt att minska belastningen på blodbankerna. Ytterligare
tillämpningar, inriktade på blodkomponenthantering, erbjuder nya och potentiellt
effektivare alternativ inom den rutinmässiga hanteringen av blodkomponenter på
blodcentralerna. Även om de undersökta applikationsområdena huvudsakligen funnits
inom hantering av blodkomponenter är metoderna generiska och kan användas för att
hantera i stort sett alla typer av biologiska och ickebiologiska mikropartiklar.
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